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Abstract 

 
Immigration to the US has been a critical issue for a long time. Thus, the United State is 

considered as a melting pot that contains different ethnic groups. The latter influences the US 

from different angles. The US society, politics, and economy have witnessed many changes 

with the coming of Asians to the American soil. Since the Asian Americans settled in the US, 

they have influenced the American society with their life style. Moreover, the political and the 

economical sides have also been affected by the Asian immigrants. Hence, the present study 

aims to investigate the involvement of Asian Americans in shaping American social, 

economic, and political structure. 
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General Introduction  

Since the US is a country that polarized immigrants, it is also considered as 

multicultural continent which includes too much different ethnic diversity. The diversity of 

the ethnic groups present in her lands is seen as the main factor in procreating social, 

political, and economical scourges. 

As an evidence for this last, the US witnessed too many changes that help in 

developing its identity.  Asian immigration toward US has brought many things to the 

country where they contribute in the developing of the US identity. 

Such statement of Asian Americans led us to wonder and investigate about the truth 

behind the US benefits from Asian immigrants. 

Hence, the thesis research question is as follow: 

-How do Asian Americans influence American culture? 

The main hypotheses the researcher suggests are as follows: 

-Asian immigrants have a big hand in the development of the US society, politics, 

and economy. 

This study is divided into three chapters. The first chapter discuses the issue of Asian 

immigration toward soils, by introducing the Asian Americans from different angles; the 

major settlements within the US, culture, governmental and political system.   

Further, the chapter shows the racial discrimination against ethnic minorities in 

employment, housing, criminal arrests and prosecutions, and many other sectors of society. 

The second chapter deals with the ancestry of the Asians, and it shows the Asian 

Americans as model minority that recommends the possibility of a group which has 

effectively coordinated into American culture regardless of apparently unconquerable 

racial boundaries. In addition; it discusses the issue of discrimination and exclusion of the 

Asians from a specific aspect summarised in the immigration policies which limiting and 

discouraging the migration of a targeted group to the United States.  

The third chapter is devoted to the role of Asian American immigrants in modelling 

and shaping the American history. Furthermore, this chapter deals with the Asian 

Americans and their contribution to the US society, politics, and economy. 
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However, during this research I have faced many obstacles; the biggest one is I was 

running of time since the deliver and validation of the dissertation topics was late. It was 

hard in the beginning of the research since I have no experience working on dissertation. I 

have found also a big problem with documentation since there was a lack of hard 

documents, where I worked only with web documents.  
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Chapter One 

 

Ethnic Diversity 

 In US   
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1.1-Introduction 

The chapter examines the ethnic diversity in the United States, which experienced 

real influxes of movement amid the frontier period, the initial segment of the nineteenth 

century and from the 1880s to 1920. Numerous foreigners came to America looking for 

more prominent economic opportunity, while a few, for example, the Pilgrims in the mid 

1600s, touched base looking for religious flexibility. From the seventeenth to nineteenth 

century, a huge number of African slaves also came to America although not wilfully. The 

first significant federal legislation restricting immigration was the 1882 Chinese Exclusion 

Act. Singular states managed movement before the 1892 opening of Ellis Island, the 

nation's first government migration station. New laws in 1965 finished the standard 

framework that favoured European migrants, and today, most of the nation's immigrant 

hail from Asia and Latin America. 

1.2-Early Immigration  

From its earliest days, America has been a country of settlers, beginning with its 

unique tenants, who crossed the land bridge connecting Asia and North America tens of 

thousands of years ago.  By the 1500s, the primary Europeans, driven by the Spanish and 

French, had started building up settlements in what turned into the United States of 

America. In 1607, the English established their first lasting settlement in America at 

Jamestown in the Province of Virginia.  

 Some of America's first pioneers came looking for opportunity to hone their 

confidence. In 1620, a gathering of around 100 individuals later known as the Explorers 

fled religious oppression in Europe and touched base at show day Plymouth, 

Massachusetts, where they set up a state. They were soon trailed by a bigger gathering 

looking for religious flexibility, the Puritans, who set up the Massachusetts Narrows 

Settlement. By a few appraisals, 20,000 Puritans relocated to the district in the vicinity of 

1630 and 1640. 

A bigger offer of settlers came to America looking for monetary openings. In any 

case, in light of the fact that the cost of entry was steep, an expected one-half or a greater 

amount of the white Europeans who made the voyage did as such by getting to be 

contracted workers. Although some people voluntarily indentured themselves, others were 

kidnapped in European cities and forced into servitude in America. Additionally, 

thousands of English convicts were shipped across the Atlantic as indentured servants. 
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Another group of foreigners who touched base during the pilgrim time frame were 

dark slaves who were forced to come from West Africa. The soonest records of 

subjugation in America incorporate a group of roughly 20 Africans who were constrained 

into obligated bondage in Jamestown, Virginia, in 1619. By 1680, there were around 7,000 

African slaves in the American provinces, a number that swelled to 700,000 by 1790. 

Congress prohibited the importation of slaves to the United States starting at 1808, 

however, the training proceeded. The U.S. Common War (1861-1865) brought about the 

liberation of roughly 4 million slaves. Despite the fact that the correct numbers will never 

be known, it is trusted that 500,000 to 650,000 Africans were conveyed to America and 

sold into servitude between the seventeenth and nineteenth hundreds of years. 

Another significant influx of movement happened from around 1815 to 1865. The 

greater part of these newcomers hailed from Northern and Western Europe. Around 33% 

originated from Ireland, which encountered a huge starvation in the mid-nineteenth 

century. In the 1840s, half of America's settlers were from Ireland alone. Regularly 

devastated, these Irish migrants settled close to their purpose of landing in urban areas 

along the East Drift. In the vicinity of 1820 and 1930, about 4.5 million Irish moved to the 

Assembled States. 

Additionally in the nineteenth century, the United States got nearly 5 million German 

foreigners. Huge numbers of them ventured to the present-day Midwest to purchase 

cultivate or congregate in such urban areas as Milwaukee, St. Louis and Cincinnati. In the 

national statistics of 2000, a larger number of Americans guaranteed German family line 

than some other gathering.  

During the mid-1800s, a significant number of Asian immigrants settled in the 

United States. Lured by news of the California gold rush, some 25,000 Chinese had 

migrated there by the early 1850s. 

The convergence of newcomers brought about against outsider slant among specific 

groups of America's local conceived, prevalently somewhat English Saxon Protestant 

populace. The fresh introductions were frequently observed as undesirable rivalry for 

employments, while numerous Catholics– particularly the Irish– experienced segregation 

for their religious convictions. In the 1850s, the counter outsider, hostile to Catholic 

American Gathering (additionally called the Know-Nothings) attempted to seriously check 
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movement and even ran a candidate, former U.S. president Millard Fillmore (1800-1874), 

in the presidential election of 1956. 

In the vicinity of 1880 and 1920, a period of fast industrialization and urbanization, 

America got in excess of 20 million foreigners. Starting in the 1890s, the greater part of 

entries was from Cenral, Eastern and Southern Europe. In that decade alone, somewhere in 

the range of 600,000 Italians relocated to America, and by 1920 in excess of 4 million had 

entered the Assembled States. Jews from Eastern Europe escaping religious oppression 

likewise landed in expansive numbers; more than 2 million entered the Assembled States 

in the vicinity of 1880 and 1920.  

The pinnacle year for affirmation of new migrants was 1907, when around 1.3 

million individuals entered the nation lawfully. Within a decade, the episode of World War 

I (1914-1918) caused a decrease in migration. In 1917, Congress authorized enactment 

requiring foreigners more than 16 to breeze through a proficiency test, and in the mid 

1920s migration amounts were set up. The Movement Demonstration of 1924 made an 

amount framework that limited passage to 2 percent of the aggregate number of individuals 

of every nationality in America as of the 1890 national census– a framework that favoured 

migrants from Western Europe– and disallowed those from Asia. 

 1.3-Racial and Ethnic Categories 

In 1997, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) issued the Updates to the 

Models for the Characterization of Government Information on Race and Ethnicity. These 

measures are usually utilized for government information gathering purposes, in the 

decennial statistics, as well as in family overviews, on authoritative structures (e.g., school 

enlistment and home loan loaning applications), and in therapeutic and clinical research. 

The amended norms contain five least classifications for race: Native American or The 

Frozen North Local, Asian, Dark or African American, Local Hawaiian or Other Pacific 

Islander, and White. There are two classifications for ethnicity: "Hispanic or Latino" and 

"Not Hispanic or Latino." 

The 1997 OMB standards permit the reporting of more than one race. An 

individual’s response to the race question is based upon self-identification.  

An individual’s response to the race question is based upon self-identification. The 

Census Bureau does not tell individuals which boxes to mark or what heritage to write in. 
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For the first time in Census 2000, individuals were presented with the option to self-

identify with more than one race and this continued with the 2010 Census. People who 

identify with more than one race may choose to provide multiple races in response to the 

race question. For example, if a respondent identifies as "Asian" and "White," they may 

respond to the question on race by checking the appropriate boxes that describe their racial 

identities and/or writing in these identities on the spaces provided. 

1.3.1-What Is Race 

The data on race were derived from answers to the question on race that was asked of 

individuals in the United States. The Census Bureau collects racial data in accordance with 

guidelines provided by the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB), and these data 

are based on self-identification. 

The racial categories included in the census questionnaire generally reflect a social 

definition of race recognized in this country and not an attempt to define race biologically, 

anthropologically, or genetically. In addition, it is recognized that the categories of the race 

item include racial and national origin or sociocultural groups. People may choose to report 

more than one race to indicate their racial mixture, such as “American Indian” and 

“White.” People who identify their origin as Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish may be of any 

race. 

1.4-Racial segregation in United States 

Despite the fact that numerous social orders all through history have rehearsed racial 

isolation, it was by no means universal, and some multiracial social orders, for example, 

the Roman Realm, were outstanding for their dismissal of such practices. Most current 

social orders do not formally rehearse racial isolation, and authoritatively dislike racial 

segregation. Nonetheless, nerves about racial, religious, and social contrasts still discover 

articulation in different types of political and social contention, either as an official 

affection for socially acknowledged separation, or as a socially worthy approach to talk 

about social, religious, and financial rubbing that result from racial segregation. For 

instance, migration and religious debates regularly veil worries about the way of life or 

racial creation of the settlers. Issues of race relations show up in apparently race-unbiased 

question, over such issues as destitution, social insurance, tax assessment, religion, 

implementation of a specific arrangement of social standards, and even form. 
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Racial segregation differs from racial discrimination in a number of ways. Separation 

ranges from singular activities, to socially implemented unfair conduct, to legitimately 

ordered contrasts in status between individuals from various races. Isolation has, regularly, 

cruelly strengthened segregation: If individuals of various races live in partitioned 

neighbourhoods go to various schools, get diverse social administrations, so individuals of 

the favoured races can be to a great extent protected from societal disregard of individuals 

of different races. 

After the Emancipation Proclamation1 nullified bondage in the Southern United 

States; racial separation wound up controlled by the alleged Jim Crow laws2 commanded 

strict isolation of the races. In spite of the fact that such laws were founded shortly after 

fighting ended in many cases, they only became formalized after the end of Republican-

enforced Reconstruction in the 1870s and 1880s, during a period known as the "nadir of 

American race relations." This sanctioned isolation kept going up to the 1960s, essentially 

through the profound and broad energy of the southern Vote based Gathering.   

While the larger part, in 1896, Plessy versus Ferguson unmistakably maintained just 

"particular however equivalent" offices (particularly, transportation offices), Equity John 

Marshall Harlan as he would like to think dissented that the choice was an outflow of 

"racial domination;" he anticipated that isolation would "empower animosities … upon the 

conceded privileges of hued subjects," "stir race detest" and "propagate a sentiment doubt 

between [the] races." 

In the post-civil War South, Democrats utilized the race issue to set their hang on 

Southern governmental issues, playing on white disdain of dark political power. Democrats 

were the specialists in passing isolation laws, and additionally laws disappointing blacks 

(and some of the time poor whites) politically. In 1913, President Woodrow Wilson 

requested the isolation of the government Common Administration. White and dark 

individuals would once in a while be required to eat independently and utilize isolate 

schools, open toilets, stop seats, prepare and eatery seating, and so forth. In a few regions, 

                                                           
1 Was a presidential order in 1863 that proclaimed freedom to all slaves in the Confederate States of 
America.  It was not a law passed by a Congress but a proclamation written by the president alone based on 
the war powers given to the President by the Constitution. 
2 Were state and local laws enacted in the Southern and border states of the United States after 1876 
requiring the separation of African-Americans from white Americans in public facilities, such as public  
schools, hotels, water fountains, restaurants, libraries, buses, and trains, as well as the legal restrictions 
placed on blacks from exercising their right to vote. 
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notwithstanding isolated seating, it could be taboo for stores or eateries to serve diverse 

races under a similar rooftop. 

Segregation was likewise inescapable in lodging. State constitutions (for instance, 

that of California) had provisions giving neighborhood locales the privilege to direct where 

individuals from specific races could live. White landowners regularly included prohibitive 

agreements in deeds through which they kept blacks or Asians from consistently acquiring 

their property from any resulting proprietor. In the 1948 instance of Shelley v. Kraemer, 

the U.S. Preeminent Court at last decided that such pledges were unenforceable in a 

courtroom. Nonetheless, private isolation designs had just turned out to be set up in most 

American urban areas, and have frequently held on up to the present.  

With the relocation up north of numerous dark laborers at the turn of the twentieth 

century, and the contact that happened with white and dark specialists amid this time, 

isolation was and keeps on being a wonder in northern urban areas and in addition in the 

south. Whites for the most part apportion apartments as lodging for poor blacks 

"Miscegenation" laws disallowed individuals of various races from wedding. As one of 

numerous cases of such state laws, Utah's marriage law had a hostile to miscegenation 

segment that was passed in 1899 and revoked in 1963. It disallowed marriage between a 

white and anybody thought about a Negro, mulatto (half Negro), quadroon (one-quarter 

Negro), octoroon (one-eighth Negro), Mongolian, or individual from the Malay race 

(probably a Polynesian or Melanesian). No limitations were put on relational unions 

between individuals that were not "white people". 

In World War I, blacks served in the United States Military in isolated units. Dark 

officers were regularly ineffectively prepared and prepared. The 369th Infantry, 

notwithstanding, (once in the past fifteenth New York National Watch) Regiment 

separated themselves, and were known as the "Harlem Hellfighters." 

World War II saw the main dark military pilots in the U.S., the Tuskegee Aviators, 

99th Contender Squadron, and furthermore observed the isolated 183rd Specialist Battle 

Brigade take part in the freedom of Jewish survivors at Buchenwald. 

Amid World War II, individuals of Japanese, Italian, and German plummet 

(regardless of whether subjects or not) were put in internment camps, based on their race. 

Be that as it may, the German Americans were not sent to internment camps to an 

indistinguishable degree from the Japanese.  
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Strain to end racial isolation in the administration developed among African 

Americans and progressives after the finish of World War II. On January 26, 1948, 

President Harry S. Truman marked Official Request 9981, finishing isolation in the 

Unified States Military.  

Regulated racial isolation was finished as an official practice by the endeavors of 

such American Social liberties Development activists as Rosa Parks and Martin Luther 

Ruler Jr., working amid the period from the finish of World War II through the section of 

the Voting Rights Act and the Social liberties Demonstration of 1964, upheld by President 

Lyndon Johnson. A large number of their endeavors were demonstrations of common 

rebellion went for abusing the racial isolation guidelines and laws, for example, declining 

to surrender a seat operating at a profit some portion of the transport to a white individual 

(Rosa Stops), or holding sit-ins by any means white coffee shops. 

Not all racial isolation laws have been revoked in the United States, although 

Preeminent Court decisions have rendered them unenforceable. For example, the Alabama 

Constitution still commands that "Different schools should be accommodated white and 

hued kids and no offspring of either race might be allowed to go to a school of the other 

race." A proposition to cancel this arrangement was barely crushed in 2004. 

Notwithstanding, in an alternate field, the U.S. Incomparable Court governed in February 

2005, in Johnson v. California (125 S. Ct. 1141) that the California Bureau of Redresses' 

unwritten routine with regards to racially isolating detainees in its jail gathering focuses—

which California guaranteed was for prisoner wellbeing (groups in California, as all 

through the U.S., generally arrange on racial lines)— is to be liable to strict investigation, 

the most elevated amount of established survey. Despite the fact that the high court 

remanded the case back to the lower courts, it is likely that their choice will have the effect 

of compelling California to modify its routine with regards to isolating by race in its 

gathering focuses. 

A law require not stipulate by right isolation keeping in mind the end goal to have 

the impact of true isolation. For instance, the "bird quill law," which administers the 

ownership and religious utilization of hawk plumes, was formally composed to secure at 

that point lessening falcon populaces while as yet ensuring conventional Local American 

otherworldly and religious traditions, of which the utilization of birds are focal. The falcon 

quill law later met charges of elevating racial isolation because of the law's arrangement 
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approving the ownership of bird plumes to individuals from just a single ethnic group, 

Local Americans, and precluding Local Americans from incorporating non-Local 

Americans in indigenous traditions including hawk quills—a typical present day work on 

going back to the mid 1500s.  

Regardless of the greater part of the lawful changes of the last half of the twentieth 

century, notwithstanding, the Assembled States remained an isolated society, with lodging 

designs, school enlistment, church enrolment, business openings, and even school 

confirmations all reflecting huge true isolation. Supporters of governmental policy 

regarding minorities in society contend that the diligence of such disparities reflects either 

racial separation or the perseverance of its belongings. 

Racial isolation has been honed in numerous developments all through mankind's 

history. People want to name and characterize. Maybe this is improved comprehend the 

world better, as in the common universe of physical protests and living animals. Despite 

that, in the social universe of connections among various individuals, such arrangements 

will probably prompt stereotyping and biased, controlling, or even rough conduct toward 

those delegated not quite the same as oneself.  

In this period of progressively globalized society, humankind would now be able to 

perceive the blunder of its ways and endeavor to separate the dividers individuals have 

worked between each other. Evacuating every such obstruction and developing 

comprehension among various races is a noteworthy advance to getting to be one 

worldwide group. 

1.5-America’s Racial and Ethnic Minorities 

The twentieth century has seen the change of the United States from a predominately 

white populace attached in Western culture to a general public with a rich cluster of racial 

and ethnic minorities. As the century started, the U.S. populace was 87 percent white. The 

nonwhite minority was made essentially out of dark Americans living in the provincial 

South. At the century's end, non-Hispanic whites represent fewer than 75 percent of the 

U.S. populace. The minority populace is included about the same number of Hispanics as 

blacks, surging quantities of Asians, and a little however developing Native American 

populace. By the center of the 21st century, non-Hispanic whites will make up a thin and 

blurring lion's share of Americans. Hispanics will be about one-fourth of the U.S. 

populace. Blacks, Asians, and Native Americans together will make up near one-fourth of 
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the populace. "Minority" is probably going to have an altogether different importance in 

the 21st century. 

America's ethnic scene likewise incorporates a quickly developing Middle Easterner 

populace, a sizeable Jewish populace, and other ethnic groups. In any case, in the 1990s, 

the expression "minority" ordinarily alludes to four noteworthy racial and ethnic 

gatherings: African Americans, Native Americans and The Frozen North Locals, Asians 

and Pacific Islanders, and Hispanics.  

This change of America's racial and ethnic profile is most noticeable in specific 

states and groups. The four minority' bunches make up no less than one-portion of the 

inhabitants in Honolulu, Los Angeles, Miami, San Antonio, and a few other metropolitan 

regions. Inside 25 years, California, Hawaii, New Mexico, and Texas will be "minority 

lion's share" states in which minorities will be more than one-a large portion of the 

populace. Nevertheless, numerous parts of the nation have minimal racial or ethnic 

assorted variety. Minorities make up fewer than 5 percent of the populaces of Maine, New 

Hampshire, Vermont, and West Virginia, for instance. 

The country's changing statistic profile has imperative monetary and social 

ramifications. Movement is changing the U.S. Asian and Hispanic populaces. Hispanics 

from Guatemala, El Salvador, Ecuador, and other Focal and South American nations have 

made groups close by settled Mexican, Puerto Rican, and Cuban people group. The U.S. 

Asian populace was predominately Japanese, Filipino, and Chinese only two decades prior. 

At the century's end, Asian Americans with establishes in India, Vietnam, or Korea dwarf 

Japanese Americans. 

Minorities have likewise turned out to be more differing financially. The quantity of 

minorities in the most astounding levels of pay has dramatically increased since 1980, for 

instance, yet minorities still record for an unbalanced offer of poor people. Greater 

minority government officials are being chosen to open office; however minorities are 

more probable than non-Hispanic whites to serve time in jail. More minorities are winning 

graduate and expert degrees, yet an excessively substantial rate never complete secondary 

school.  

The development of the African American, Hispanic, Asian, and Native American 

populaces is significantly changing the racial and ethnic cosmetics of the nation's schools, 

work environments, and neighborhoods, and it is making another multiracial and 
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multicultural legacy in the Assembled States. Numerous organizations focus on their items 

to particular minorities since they perceive that minorities are a growing business sector. 

Parts of dark, Hispanic, Asian, and Native American culture—including workmanship, 

nourishment, music, and styles of dress—are being embraced all through American 

culture. 

Americans are isolated in their convictions about the long haul impacts of the 

developing assorted variety. Some observe the quick development of minorities as a key to 

the rejuvenation of America and a sensible continuation of the "blend" convention. Others 

see the fast increment in racial and ethnic minorities as an unwelcome takeoff from 

America's European legacy.   

Opinion polls also show that many white Americans believe that racial 

discrimination no longer impedes the advancement of minorities. Yet, numerous studies 

document continued discrimination against racial and ethnic minorities in employment, 

housing, criminal arrests and prosecutions, and many other sectors of society. 

Scarcely any Americans have a decent handle of how extensive the distinctive 

minority bunches are. A 1997 overview by the Gallup association found that only 8 percent 

of Americans realized that African Americans make up between 10 percent and 15 percent 

of the U.S. populace; the greater part (54 percent) believed that blacks make up no less 

than 30 percent of the aggregate populace. In a 1990 Gallup survey, respondents assessed 

that Hispanics made up around 20 percent of the U.S. populace, yet Hispanics represented 

only 9 percent of populace in 1990. 

Feeling surveys likewise demonstrate that numerous white Americans trust that 

racial separation never again hinders the progression of minorities. However, various 

examinations report proceeded with victimization racial and ethnic minorities in business, 

lodging, criminal captures and indictments, and numerous different segments of society.  

In spite of the fact that the change to a multiethnic America is moving at a quick 

pace, it is happening strikingly easily. Nevertheless, every so often pressures incorporate 

and emit with genuine encounters. In the 1990s, Americans have seen racial uproars in Los 

Angeles, the consuming of African American houses of worship in the South, and the 

killings of a Filipino postal laborer in California and of a dark man in Texas. 
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Loathe violations against minorities, particularly African Americans, purportedly 

expanded in the 1990s. However such showdowns are uncommon and include far less 

individuals than the brutality among racial and ethnic gatherings in numerous different 

nations. Despise wrongdoings and barefaced prejudice coordinated against outsiders have 

been generally detailed in Western Europe in late decades as these nations got a deluge of 

financial transients and political outcasts. Amid the most recent decade of the century, 

ethnic and religious contrasts have prompted slaughters of ethnic Tutsis by Hutus in 

Rwanda; full-scale war including Serb, Bosnian, Albanian, and other ethnic gatherings in 

the Balkans; and viciousness against ethnic Chinese in Indonesia.  

To whatever is left of the world, the United States is a terrific and brave analysis. No 

other nation has so effectively mixed such huge numbers of individuals of various races 

and societies. When racial and ethnic competitions are advancing brutality around the 

world, how Americans handle their progress to a multiracial society has suggestions that 

stretch out a long ways past U.S. outskirts. 

On the off chance that the United States can stay away from a fierce conflict of 

societies, the nation can profit by its developing decent variety. A multicultural, 

multiethnic America has an upper hand in the worldwide economy. The Assembled States 

is topographically situated to serve the developing Latin American market to its south, its 

customary European market to its east, and the prospering Asian market to its west. 

America's inexorably multicultural populace can improve its capacity to thrive in the new 

worldwide commercial center. With binds to every one of the areas of the world, America's 

racial and ethnic minorities can enable American organizations to comprehend the 

requirements and inclinations of individuals in different nations.  

This Populace Release offers perusers an opportunity to perceive how America's 

racial and ethnic gatherings contrast and each other over a large group of statistic 

measurements. As Americans reassess their perspective of the country and its future, they 

will no uncertainty express opposing perspectives and touch base at various positions on 

open approach issues. Settling those distinctions will be simpler if Americans comprehend 

the present statistic reality of U.S. minority populaces. 

1.6-Conclusion 

Actually, this chapter shows an amount of details about The United States of 

America has a racially and ethnically diverse population. The United States 
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Census officially recognizes six racial categories: White American, Black or African 

American, American Indian and Alaska Native, Asian American, Native 

Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander, and people of two or more races; a category called 

"some other race" is also used in the census and other surveys, but is not official.  
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2.1-Introduction 

The chapter discuss the issue of the real descend of Asians to America. The term 

refers to a panethnic group that includes diverse populations, which have ancestral origins 

in East Asia, Southeast Asia, or South Asia, as defined by the U.S. Census Bureau. This 

includes people who indicate their race(s) on the census as "Asian" or reported entries such 

as "Asian Indian, Thai, Chinese, Filipino, Korean, Pakistani, Japanese, Vietnamese, and 

Other Asian». Asian Americans with no other ancestry comprise 5.4% of the U.S. 

population, while people who are Asian alone, and those combined with at least one other 

race, make up 6.8%. Although migrants from Asia have been in parts of the contemporary 

United States since the 17th century, large-scale immigration did not begin until the mid-

18th century. Nativist immigration laws during the 1880s–1920s excluded various Asian 

groups, eventually prohibiting almost all Asian immigration to the continental United 

States. After immigration laws were reformed during the 1940s–60s, abolishing national 

origins quotas, Asian immigration increased rapidly. Analyses of the 2010 census have 

shown that Asian Americans are the fastest growing racial or ethnic minority in the United 

States. 

2.2-The Roots of Asian American Immigration 

Asian movement to central North America originates before the presence of the 

United States. The principal pilgrims from Asia on the American mainland were Filipino 

weaklings from Spanish boats known as "Manilamen" in English, and "Tagalas" in 

Spanish. Getting away from the severe govern of the Spaniards, the pilgrim experts of the 

Philippines, these pioneers sorted out cloud angling towns close what turned out to be New 

Orleans and Acapulco, Mexico beginning around 1763. The town of St. Malo close New 

Orleans comprised of various wooden houses with high "Manila style rooftops" upheld by 

wooden heaps over a mosquito pervaded overwhelm. In spite of the fact that numerous had 

families in New Orleans, just men lived in St. Malo. Set well apart from any avenue to the 

city, these new foreigners were allowed to live and work without the interruption of the 

police or the tax man. It is hypothesized that some these Filipino settlers took an interest in 

the clash of New Orleans amid the War of 1812, yet generally, they had a purposely quiet 

and localized effect on American culture. 

The primary Asian immigrants to go to the United States in critical numbers were the 

Chinese amidst the nineteenth Century. The Chinese, basically from Guangdong territory, 
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were persuaded by issues at home and additionally openings abroad. Around then, China 

was shaken by various fierce clashes including the Red Turban uprisings (1854-64) and the 

Taiping Rebellion (1850-64) in responsible for the death of no less than twenty million 

Chinese. The Opium Wars of 1839-42 and 1856-60 against Great Britain likewise incurred 

financial devastation. The Qing government of China, having lost to England in the two 

clashes, was compelled to pay reparations. Subsequently, the Qing forced high assessments 

on agriculturists, a considerable lot of whom lost their territories since they couldn't 

manage these payments. At the point when the news of the 1848 revelation of gold at 

Sutter's Mill  achieved China, the fantasy of financial open door in California, prevalently 

called Gam Saan or "Gold Mountain," tricked these disappointed agriculturists and in 

addition working class shippers and business people.  

About the majority of the Chinese who headed out to Gam Saan were sojourners, 

explorers to a remote land with the aim of returning home when they had profited. 

Accordingly, the main outsiders were totally men, the greater part with spouses in China, 

planning to get rich inside a couple of years and after that arrival to their families. In spite 

of mainstream thinking at the time, the Chinese in America were not "coolies," seized men 

constrained into bondage. They happened to their own particular unrestrained choice, for 

the most part by the credit ticket framework in which a Chinese intermediary loaned the 

displaced person cash for the voyage with the guarantee that the specialist would reimburse 

the advance with enthusiasm from his profit in America. 

Tragically, the stories of gold and favorable luck in California were to a great extent 

exaggerated, and Gam Saan for some, outsiders did not hold the guarantee that its name 

proposed. Despite the fact that some were fiercely effective like Wong Kee, who at one 

time utilized upwards of 900 specialists in his mining company, and more returned home 

as fruitful sojourners, most Chinese got themselves essentially as untouchables in the 

rough boondocks West. White pilgrims from the eastern United States were as new to 

California as the Chinese, however named the Chinese as "outsiders" on account of their 

distinctive appearance and traditions. Chinese competed with whites for the restricted gold 

and occupations, frequently eager to work for not as much as white specialists. Rivalry 

with the Chinese conveyed to the surface the financial weights whites were trying to 

escape in the industrializing Northeast, and the Chinese rapidly progressed toward 

becoming scapegoats as a result.  
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White pioneers found a way to dishearten Chinese migration. As early as 1852, the 

California governing body passed the Foreign Miner’s License Tax, stipulating a month to 

month duty of three dollars on each outside mineworker not wanting to wind up a subject. 

Since the Chinese were sojourners, this expense only influenced them. Besides, regardless 

of whether the Chinese wanted to wind up American residents they were precluded under 

the Naturalization Act of 1790 that permitted just "free white persons" to end up subjects. 

The tax was not consistently gathered and Chinese miners were oftentimes compelled to 

pay more than they owed. In 1855, the lawmaking body passed another law titled “An Act 

to Discourage the Immigration to this State of Persons Who Cannot Become Citizens 

Thereof” imposing a $50 charge on the proprietor of a ship “for each passenger ineligible 

for naturalized citizenship.” As with the excavator's expense, the law, however not express, 

was drafted to check Chinese migration. 

In 1870, Congress revised the Nationality Act of 1790 that initially expressed, “any 

alien, being a free white person who shall have resided within the limits and under the 

jurisdiction of the United States for a term of two years, may be admitted to become a 

citizen thereof” to conform with the 14th Amendment of 1868 and allowed “aliens of 

African nativity and persons of African descent to become naturalized citizens.”   Congress 

rejected attempts to make Chinese settlers qualified for citizenship and held the racial 

preclusion on naturalization for nonwhite workers who might be named "outsiders 

ineligible for citizenship." This term would return in various bits of enactment, particularly 

in California, focusing on Asian migrants. It would have a detrimental effect until the entry 

of the Walter-McCarran Act of 1952.  

The response from the council and white common working class appeared differently 

in relation to the messages sent from entrepreneurs and corporate magnates who required 

shabby outside work. In 1865, white specialists for the Central Pacific Railroad, at that 

point occupied with laying the tracks that would interface the eastern portion of the nation 

with the West, debilitated to strike, requesting higher wages. Administration countered by 

undermining to employ Chinese workers to keep the strike, yet contracted Chinese 

specialists at any rate. In spite of beginning doubts over the Chinese being excessively 

fragile for the work, the underlying groups of Chinese specialists turned out to be as 

persevering as whites and acknowledged less pay. From that point on, the Central Pacific 

effectively selected Chinese specialists, notwithstanding printing handbills in Chinese and 
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sending spotters to China. Within two years, 12,000 Chinese worked for the Central Pacific 

Railroad, a number representing 90 percent of its workforce. 

Despite the interest for Chinese work, they were abused. The Chinese couldn't 

accomplish the higher positions offered to whites. Also, they were the main specialists who 

were ready to accept the threat of dealing with explosives. On Cape Horn, an especially 

famous shake outcrop in the Sierra Nevada Mountains close Colfax, California, workers 

were dropped down the bluff face in a wicker crate to penetrate openings in a strong stone 

divider and after that stuff them with explosive. Those sufficiently unfortunate not to be 

pulled up before the explosive detonated, died. Numerous Chinese additionally kicked the 

bucket from brutal climate conditions. For their work, including those taking care of 

explosives, they got a level compensation beneath that of every single white worker. In 

1869, when tracks from east and west were joined at Projection Point, Utah, no Chinese 

were permitted to go to the function. 

The abuse of Asians was likewise basic in Hawaii, a site of real migration from 

China, Japan, Korea and the Philippines. In spite of the fact that Hawaii was a not an 

official area of the Assembled States until the section of the Hawaii Organic Act in 1900, 

American sugar organizations built up substantial ranches over a great part of the nation 

around the middle of the nineteenth Century, transforming Hawaii into something of a 

monetary province of the United States. In the vicinity of 1850 and 1920, more than 

300,000 Asians moved to Hawaii, in the end representing 65 percent of the population. 

Like the Central Pacific Railroad, the Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association (HSPA) 

effectively enrolled workers from China and other Asian nations. Before 1900, most went 

under the agreement work framework. Workers would sign contracts to take a shot at 

island ranches for various years as an end-result of free section and some compensation, 

basically an arrangement of obligated bondage.  

For Chinese and other Asian specialists, conditions on the ranches were rough. 

Single men were placed in bunkhouses and entire families were packed into single rooms. 

The water supply was oftentimes unsanitary, and in the early years there were no cooking 

or recreational offices. Work life was intensely controlled. Shrieks sounded at 5 A.M. for 

wakeup, and work began one-half hour later. Laborers worked six days seven days until 

the point that nightfall regulated by "lunas," or white foremen, who might verbally 

manhandle laborers and in some cases strike them to look after train. Talking amid work 
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was for the most part illegal. Laborers were not permitted to stand and extend while hoeing 

weeds.  

This controlled way of life was troublesome for some conventional Chinese men 

who were accustomed to settling on choices for their family. In any case, estate life in 

some ways was desirable over that of the terrain. Due to the agreement framework, 

specialists remained in one place as opposed to meandering from place to place to go after 

occupations. It was additionally more typical for Chinese laborers to convey their spouses 

with them to the manor (in 1900, ladies represented 13.5 percent of the Chinese populace 

of Hawaii versus 5 percent on the mainland). Furthermore, in light of the fact that Asians 

represented such a huge level of Hawaii's populace, occurrences of racial separation and 

viciousness were less articulated.  

Without common manors, Chinese on the territory shaped their own groups called 

Chinatowns. In the 1870s, after the finishing of the railroad and long after the Gold Rush, 

many Chinese moved into urban economies, increasing the Chinese populaces in West 

Drift urban communities, especially in San Francisco. Because of lodging isolation, 

Chinese built up their own groups to unite control and keep up some feeling of Chinese 

culture. Inside Chinatowns, migrants related with others of a similar surname or in 

huiguan, group associations speaking to various areas of China. In 1862, the six biggest 

huiguan in San Francisco shaped an umbrella association called the Chinese Six 

Organizations, later the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association. The Six 

Organizations reacted to the numerous requirements of Chinatown. Administrators 

overlooked the interests of the Chinese, so an administering body was required in the 

Chinese people group to help look after request. The Six Organizations filled this part and 

furthermore served the group by giving credits, memorial service benefits, a Chinese 

school, a Chinese enumeration, settling debate, and notwithstanding going about as 

informal diplomats to the Qing Government in China. 

Racial preference assumed a part in the kinds of occupations the Chinese could enter. 

To maintain a strategic distance from struggle, numerous Chinese was independently 

employed, filling Chinatowns with eateries, shops, and especially laundries. By 1890, there 

were 6,400 Chinese clothing laborers in California, representing one out of twelve Chinese 

specialists in the state. Numerous Chinese men consented to do what they saw as "woman's 
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work" in light of the fact that the cost to work laundries was moderately low, and it offered 

autonomy, not at all like the work in the mines and production lines. 

Regardless, numerous Chinese entered into the manufacturing plants and mines of 

the West Coast, placing them in coordinate rivalry with white laborers, specifically with 

late migrants from Italy and Ireland. As specified before, the Chinese, mostly due to the 

constrained needs of the entirely male Chinese society in America, worked for not as much 

as whites, starting various occurrences of racial viciousness. "The Chinese Massacre" of 

1871 happened in Los Angeles when a swarm of around one hundred white men consumed 

and plundered the Chinatown, executing upwards of twenty-eight Chinese. The Snake 

River Massacre killed thirty-one Chinese diggers who were "burglarized, executed, and 

damaged by a gathering of white farmers and schoolboys."  

In the mid-1880s, a string of hostile to Chinese episodes happened in the Northwest. 

Following a constrained ousting of the Chinese in Shake Springs, Wyoming, the "anti- 

Chinese Congress" met in Seattle to examine the destiny of the Chinese in that district. The 

choice of the "Congress" was to remove all Chinese from the Northwest by November 1, 

1885. So also, a progression of constrained removals happened in Tacoma and Seattle, yet 

less brutal than the one in Shake Springs. In Seattle, the social turmoil turned out to be 

severe to the point that Representative Watson Squire pronounced military law and brought 

in government troops to ensure the Chinese leaving for California on the steamer Queen. 

Despite the fact that occurrences like these were most articulated in the West, anti-

Chinese sentiment was not exclusively a West Coast wonder. The development to reject 

the Chinese from the United States began in California in the 1870s with solid help from 

the Workingmen's Party, yet extended to the national stage inside 10 years. The 

Workingmen's Party was a political party in California made intensely out of Irish 

foreigners. Numerous Irish moved west to maintain a strategic distance from segregation in 

the east, so notwithstanding contradicting the Chinese for financial reasons, Irish settlers 

could likewise encourage their very own feeling American personality by assaulting the 

Chinese and other non-whites as the genuine outside components in America. The counter 

Chinese development was powered to some degree by the poor economy of the 1870s. The 

counter Chinese opinion turned into a factional issue in California where Democrats and 

Republicans contended to embrace hostile to Chinese stages. The Chinese had no political 

voice since they were not qualified for citizenship and they could not vote.  
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The Chinese were deceived in a similar way amid the national elections in 1876. The 

Democrats, with their solid base of Southern help, felt for the Western objection against 

the Chinese on account of their own animosity toward as of late liberated slaves. The 

Republicans were more reluctant on the issue of Chinese exclusion than the Democrats, yet 

submitted keeping in mind the end goal to get pivotal votes from white foreigner laborers. 

The two sides thought that it was simpler to appease laborers with hostile to Chinese stages 

as opposed to handling the underlying drivers of specialists' issues, the business practices 

of huge mechanical restraining infrastructures. In 1882, the southern Democrats supported 

the Chinese Exclusion Act, at first vetoed by President Chester Arthur for infringement of 

arrangements with China, yet passed soon thereafter upon revision.  

The Chinese Exclusion Act expressed that "the happening to Chinese workers" to 

America "imperils the great request of specific territories inside the region thereof."  All 

things considered, just Chinese workers were barred from moving, a bargain that did not 

totally fulfill the Workingmen's Party. Understudies and vendors could even now enter the 

United States, motivating some Chinese workers to move under affectations. The Act 

additionally particularly reaffirmed the way that outside conceived Chinese still couldn't 

wind up naturalized nationals, an issue in conflict after the Civil Rights Act of 1870 

stretched out citizenship to African Americans. To keep up discretionary relations with 

China, the Act was to be impermanent, going on for just ten years, yet it was later 

recharged for an additional ten years by the Geary Act, and after that inconclusively. Under 

the first Act, Chinese workers dwelling in the United States by November 17, 1880 were 

permitted to come back to the Assembled States on the off chance that they went abroad, if 

they acquired an official go before clearing out. The Scott Act of 1888, be that as it may, 

seriously diminished qualification for this exceptional pass framework, stranding 20,000 

Chinese who had left the nation, a large number of whom had organizations and families in 

America, until its repeal in 1894. 

2.2.1-The Japanese Arrive  

Despite the fact that the Page Law of 1875 confined movement of Chinese contract 

workers and ladies imported for "immoral purposes," the Chinese Exclusion Act was the 

first and final migration law in American history to solely focus on a specific nationality. 

Some Chinese workers figured out how to bypass the law by asserting to be traders, others 

by guaranteeing to be the children of Chinese American natives (American-conceived 
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Chinese were ensured citizenship under the Fourteenth Amendment). This "paper son" 

strategy was particularly prominent after the San Francisco earthquake of 1906 that 

annihilated the vast majority of the movement records. It enabled numerous Chinese to 

guarantee relatives and endeavor to carry them into the United States by giving family 

subtle elements to the individuals who were eager to pay an expense to get the data, 

consequently realizing the expression, "paper son." Still, after 1882, Chinese movement 

was decreased to a stream. While this fulfilled some average workers exclusionists, 

substantial organizations agriculturists still required a bottomless wellspring of shoddy 

work, opening the entryway for the second "wave" of Asian foreigners – the Japanese.  

At the point when Commodore Perry landed in Edo (advanced Tokyo) in 1853 with 

an armada of war vessels to "open" the island chain, Japan had been totally shut toward the 

Western world. In spite of the fact that Perry prevailing in his main goal, resettlement from 

Japan was as yet disallowed by the Japanese government until 1885, and afterward under 

strict control until 1894. At the point when Japan opened its work showcase, Hawaiian 

sugar grower exploited. In the vicinity of 1885 and 1894, 29,000 Japanese came to Hawaii 

on three-year work contracts; and from 1894 to 1908, 125,000 came. Grower enjoyed 

bringing in Japanese laborers since they trusted they counterbalance the Chinese specialists 

by counteracting strikes and the arrangement of associations. So also, ranch proprietors 

imported Portuguese, Italians, Southern blacks, and Koreans, however not to a similar 

degree. Japanese workers turned out to be considerably more appealing in 1900 when 

Hawaii was attached by the Unified States, stretching out the Chinese Exclusion Act to the 

islands. 

The Japanese emigrated for reasons like the Chinese where financial conditions at 

home made numerous look for their fortunes somewhere else. Scared by Perry's military 

show, Japan reluctantly went into a settlement with the United States. In the progress to 

internationalism and modernization, the Tokugawas fell in 1868 following quite a while of 

control, clearing a path for the magnificent Meiji government. The Meiji government was 

enthusiastically expert modernization, and advanced a program of industrialization. To 

fund this program, the new government contrived another land-assess framework. 

Ranchers some time ago saddled on the measure of their harvest were currently exhausted 

on the estimation of their property, a framework that did not represent factors, for example, 

trim disappointments.  In the 1880s, some 367,000 ranchers lost their property under the 
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new system. As opposed to be sharecroppers in their own particular nation, numerous 

chose to look for their fortune abroad.  

The Japanese started touching base on the United States territory in the mid 1890s. 

The stream of workers expanded when the Organic Law of 1900 rendered the agreements 

of all Japanese in Hawaii invalid and void, liberating them to seek after circumstance in the 

American West. Numerous Issei (first generation Japanese migrants) looked for work in 

cultivating in California's developing agrarian economy. The Movement Commission in 

1909 computed that of the 79,000 Japanese workers on the territory, roughly one-half were 

engaged with farming. White ranchers additionally esteemed Japanese for their skill in 

agribusiness and for the relatively minimal effort of their work. Likewise, Japanese 

additionally looked for employments as modern anglers, diggers, lumberjacks and 

administration laborers. The developing populace together with prohibitive lodging 

hindrances offered ascend to the foundation of Japantowns in numerous urban centers of 

the West. These enclaves gave chances to numerous autonomous Japanese entrepreneurs. 

As a result of their physical likenesses the Issei, or worker age, they were confused 

for Chinese amid the early years of their migration. In spite of the fact that most Japanese 

who preceded 1908 were "dekaseginin" or sojourners, they were versatile to western ways. 

Japanese men received western garments and hair styles. It was additionally more typical 

for Japanese ladies to move than Chinese ladies who had been compelled from going to the 

United States by government law. The Japanese government tried to lessen the issues of 

betting, intoxication and prostitution found in lone wolf social orders by empowering the 

displacement of ladies to Hawaii and the mainland. A photo lady of the hour framework 

soon created where Japanese men wedded ladies from Japan through a trade of photos.  

Before the turn of the twentieth Century, Asians were seen as an inferior race, little 

better than "beasts of burden". This all changed with the Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895) 

and the Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905). Japan won in the two wars and set up Korea as 

a Japanese protectorate. In less than forty years, Japan had changed itself from a pre-

present day agrarian culture to an impressive mechanical and military power. Lamentably, 

these triumphs earned the Japanese more dread than regard in America. The quick 

inundation of out-of-work Japanese troopers and Korean exiles after the Russo-Japanese 

War together with the expanding work and social association of the Issei, added to the 

perspective of the Japanese and different Asians as the "Yellow Peril."  
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The "Yellow Peril" stereotyped all Asians, not only the Japanese, as a risk both at 

home and abroad. At the time, America was turning into a little pilgrim control. Before the 

finish of the Spanish-American War, the United States had domain over Puerto Rico, 

Guam, Samoa, Cuba, Hawaii and the Philippines. With interests now in the Pacific, Japan's 

frontier development was viewed as debilitating. At home, numerous white Americans 

took a gander at Asian settlers as outside specialists plan on securing world control for 

their nations of origin. These feelings of dread were exemplified as the invented Dr. Fu 

Manchu, first showing up in the mainstream novel, The Guileful Dr. Fu Manchu (1913), 

and additionally promoted in ensuing books and films. Fu Manchu "lived" in London's 

Chinatown and subtly plotted to bring the world under the control of an "Asiatic Empress." 

The "Yellow Peril" fears exacerbated the prior animosity toward Asian immigrant 

workers. Like the Chinese before them, Japanese laborers were every now and again 

utilized as strike breakers over the West. Sobs for Japanese rejection emerged nearly from 

the minute the Japanese touched base in America. The principal national push happened in 

1902 to incorporate Japan in the restoration of the Chinese Exclusion Act. At the point 

when the development fizzled, western inhabitants acted locally. The San Francisco Work 

Gathering sorted out a blacklist of Japanese organizations on Walk 10, 1905. After two 

months, the Japanese and Korean Exclusion League were formed to campaign against 

Asian migration and to advance hostile to Asian laws. 

On October 11, 1906, the San Francisco school board commanded that every single 

"Oriental" understudy go to isolated schools in Chinatown, overlooking the way that it was 

almost incomprehensible for most Japanese and Korean understudies to drive that far. 

Japanese community associations, unfit to influence the school board, alarmed the 

Japanese press and the Japanese government. With the school board's choice now a 

national issue, President Theodore Roosevelt ventured in to intercede. The President, 

watchful to calm the wrath of Californians energizing around the choice, and to placate the 

capable Japanese government, welcomed an assignment of state delegates and the 

chairman of San Francisco to the White House on January 3, 1907. Following seven days 

of dialogs, the school board consented to yield as an end-result of a guarantee from the 

President that Japanese movement would be checked. On Walk 14, Roosevelt banned 

migration of Japanese from Hawaii, Canada and Mexico by official request. At that point, 

in late 1907 and 1908, a series of mystery notes were passed between the administrations 
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of the United States and Japan. This arrangement of trades ended up known as the 

Gentlemen’s Agreement, where Japan concurred not to issue any passports to Japanese 

workers attempting to enter the United States. As the Panama Cannel had not been 

finished, which would facilitate the development of maritime armadas from the Atlantic 

Ocean to the Pacific Ocean, Roosevelt felt he expected to maintain a strategic distance 

from any potential animosity from Japan.  

The Gentlemen’s Agreement, while fundamentally limiting Japanese migration, did 

not dispose of it. Non-workers were still permitted to enter the United States, and 

numerous workers acquired visas for Canada or Mexico, crossing the outskirt all the more 

effectively from those nations. The idea of Japanese movement likewise changed. The 

Gentlemen’s Agreement permitted workers as of now in the United States to bring their 

spouses, guardians and kids from Japan. Subsequently, a great many Japanese ladies went 

to the territory, even outnumbering male Japanese moving in the years quickly following 

the agreement. The Japanese never again came as sojourners, however with the aim of 

settling in America.  

Hostile to Japanese components in the United States were not satisfied by this 

improvement. In 1913, California passed the Alien Land Law pronouncing that outsiders 

who could not become naturalized could not own land in the state. The Law was 

coordinated at the Japanese, who more than some other gathering of Asian settlers sought 

after land possession. Some Issei started enlisting property under the names of their Nisei 

(second generation) kids who were conceived in the United States and were American 

nationals. To keep this, the California legislature body passed a stricter Alien Land Law in 

1920 that prohibited this training and banned Japanese from renting land. Therefore, 

Japanese-possessed terrains contracted from 74,769 sections of land in 1920 to 41,898 

sections of land in 1925, a decrease of 44 percent and rented lands from 192,150 to 76,397 

sections of land, a decay of 60 percent. 

The two California arrive laws and comparative ones in other western states 

banishing land proprietorship plainly characterized the advantages to be gotten from 

turning into a naturalized subject. In spite of the fact that this benefit had been particularly 

denied to Chinese outsiders through the Chinese Exclusion Act, there was still some 

inquiry with respect to whether Japanese foreigners could be naturalized. The issue 

gathered national consideration in 1922 with the Supreme Court case Ozawa v. United 
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States. For the situation, attorneys for Takao Ozawa asserted that when Congress drafted 

the Naturalization Act of 1790, they proposed "free white people" to mean every one of the 

individuals who were not dark. Ozawa, , a highly assimilated Japanese immigrant 

appealing his rejected application for citizenship, was lighter skinned than numerous 

naturalized Italians and Greeks and in this way showed up obviously qualified. In spite of 

the fact that the Court agreed that Ozawa was assimilated and light skinned, it held that 

that “the words ‘white person’ were meant to indicate a person of what is popularly known 

as the Caucasian race." 

After one year, the Naturalization Act was again tested by an Asian Indian applying 

for citizenship in United States v. Bhagat Singh Thind. Asian Indians, numbering just a few 

of thousand in the united States at the time, were thought about in fact Caucasian, and 

some were conceded citizenship. Thind, a United States veteran of World War I, was 

naturalized in 1920; however the Leading group of Migration tested his citizenship for his 

blunt convictions on India's independence. In Thind, the Court backtracked from Ozawa, 

expressing that the 1790 Act "does not utilize the word 'Caucasian,' but rather the words 

'white people.'" As indicated by the Court, whiteness ought to be characterized by "regular 

discourse" and not "logical origin." subsequently, Thind alongside numerous other Asian 

Indians moved toward becoming "denaturalized."  

Both Ozawa and Thind exemplified the prevalent view of nativism, which advanced 

Western European Americans with more established migrant heredities and ntive 

Americans were the genuine "natives" of America. Filled by expanding United States 

inclusion in universal legislative issues and the developing migration from Asia and 

Eastern Europe, nativism added to the section of the Immigration Act of 1917. The 1917 

Act was the most extensive migration convention the United States had sanctioned. It 

pronounced a "barred zone" over the vast majority of Asia except for Japan, denying 

movement from those nations. As independent assumption expanded after World War I, 

Congress passed the much stricter Immigration Act of 1924. To hinder after war migration 

from Eastern Europe, the quantity of workers conceded from every country would be 

equivalent to two percent of the number of inhabitants in United States occupants from that 

country as per the registration of 1890, a year prior most Eastern Europeans went to the 

United States. The Act additionally added Japan to the rundown of banned nations, 

invalidating the Gentlemen’s Agreement and closure Japanese migration to America.  
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This time additionally saw the movement of Koreans to the United States propelled 

principally by political turmoil and destitution, and constrained at first to Hawaii where 

roughly 7,000 emigrated in the vicinity of 1903 and 1905 looking for better working and 

living conditions. A few Koreans at that point relocated to California; by 1905 around 

1,000 Koreans lived in that State. In that year, in the wake of learning of the miserable 

working conditions and the low wages in different nations, and under strain from Japan, 

which at that point possessed Korea, the Korean Government restricted all migration. This, 

as a result, halted the section of Koreans into the United States until some other time. 

Lastly, in spite of the fact that there is much in the Asian American authentic 

experience that describes abuse and separation, there has likewise been an enduring 

undertaking by Asian Americans to discover opportunity and to contribute and turn into an 

indispensable piece of American culture. Asian American commitments are reflected in the 

working of the Transcontinental Railroad and in the impact Japanese Americans had in 

building up the agricultural industry in California and the brave adventures of the Japanese 

American Regimental Combat Team in Europe amid World War II. Asian Americans keep 

on making huge commitments and significant contributions to American culture. This is 

seen through the contributions of people, for example the renowned cellist Yo-Yo Ma, 

Olympian Apollo Anton Ono, Pittsburgh Steeler Pro-Bowler Hines Ward, the architect of 

New York’s World Trade Center, Minoru Yamasaki, Yahoo! founder Jerry Yang, 

astronauts Ellison Onizuka and Kalpana Chawla who died in separate NASA missions, the 

Pulitzer prize author Jhumpa Lahiri, comedian Margaret Cho, Linkin Park rock musician 

Mike Shinoda, television chef Ming Tsai and fashion designer Vera Wang. Moreover, 

Asian Americans have brought their customs and traditions which have been absorbed into 

American culture helping shape its ever-changing society. 

2.2.2-Current Statistics 

Basic facts following the revised definition of “Asian” and “Native Hawaiian or 

Pacific Islander” used in the 2000 census, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 

of the US federal government adopted the revised definitions for official use by all federal 

agencies. The “Asian” category is defined as “a person having origins in any of the original 

peoples of the Far East, Southeast Asia, or the Indian subcontinent” (United States Census 

Bureau, 2002, p.3). Twenty-five different ethnic groups are considered to be Asian 

Americans by the United States Census Bureau and they include: Asian Indian, 
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Bangladeshi, Bhutanese, Burmese, Cambodian, Chinese, Filipino, Hmong, Indo Chinese, 

Indonesian, Iwo Jiman, Japanese, Korean, Laotian, Malaysian, Maldivian, Nepalese, 

Okinawan, Pakistani, Sri Lankan, Taiwanese, Thai, Vietnamese and “Other Asian, not 

specified.” Asian Americans experienced a 48% population growth between 1990 and 

2000. Based on the 2000 census, Asian American population ranges from 3.6% 

(10,242,998 single race) to 4.2% (11,898,828 multirace ) of the overall US population (US 

Census Bureau, 2002). By 2020, Asian Americans are expected to number 18.5 million, 

representing 5.7% of the US population. The high population growth rate for Asian 15 

Americans is largely driven by immigration; it is estimated that six out of ten Asian 

Americans are foreign-born (Gudykunst, 2001; Wu, 2002). Of the 10.2 million Asian 

Americans, the Chinese, the Filipino, and Asian Indian subgroups have the largest 

populations: 23.7% (2,432,585), 18.1% (1,850,314), and 16.4% (1,678,765) respectively. 

The Japanese Americans have the lowest subgroup populations among the six major Asian 

groups, representing 7.8% (796,700) of the total single race Asian American population. 

The top ten states with the largest Asian American populations are California (36.1%), 

New York (10.2%), Texas (5.5%), Hawaii (4.9%), New Jersey (4.6%), Illinois (4.1%), 

Washington (3.1%), Florida (3.1%), Virginia (2.5%), and Massachusetts (2.3%). The top 

ten cities with the largest Asian American populations in ranked order are New York, Los 

Angeles, San Jose, San Francisco, Honolulu, San Diego, Chicago, Houston, Seattle, and 

Fremont (US Census Bureau, 2002). Census reports also indicate that Asian Americans 

have the highest average household income of any racial or ethnic group in the United 

States and are consequently regarded as a “far wealthier group” (US Census Bureau, 2002, 

p.7). Almost a third of the Asian American population falls under the age of 18, a much 

younger population than other groups in the United States. Asian Americans are generally 

more educated than the American average: 44% of the Asian Americans over the age of 25 

have a bachelor’s degree or higher, and 86% have a high school diploma. In 2000-2001, 

Asian Americans have a total higher education enrollment  of 978,000, which represents a 

242% increase from 1980, and a 70.9% increase from 1990 16 (American Council on 

Education, 2002). More than 45,000 of the Asian Americans were enrolled in two-year 

public institutions. In the state of California, 16% (279,586) of the 1,745,583 community 

college students statewide in the fall 2002 semester were Asian Americans. Community 

colleges in the San Francisco Bay Area and the greater Los Angeles area reported high 

percentage of Asian American students: Mission College, 52%; San Francisco City 
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College, 47%; Ohlone College, 45%; Evergreen College, 43%; Alameda, 40%; Pasadena, 

33% and Irvine, 30% (California Community College Chancellor’s Office).  

To summarize, Asian Americans are a heterogeneous group with little shared history, 

religion, or language across ethnic groups. There is cultural heritage that is somewhat 

shared by East Asians, although not South Asians or Southeast Asians. Other than a 

common dedication to education and working hard, there is little commonality among the 

different ethnic groups that America chooses to label as “Asian American.” But there is an 

act of self-empowerment in the label as well. In the 1960s, as the civil rights movement led 

by Dr. King gained steam, Jim Crow laws were being repealed and the “separate but 

equal” doctrine to deal with the Whites and Blacks was being seriously challenged. This 

was also the moment in American history when Asian Americans as a political construct 

started to form. The third world strike at San Francisco State University and UC Berkeley 

circa 1968-1969 forced the birth of ethnic studies departments including Asian American 

studies programs. In that strike Asian students of various ethnic strands stood together with 

Whites and Blacks in protests, and suddenly the difference between Chinese and Japanese 

was dwarfed by the need to stand together (Zhu & Gatewood, 2000). So the label of Asian 

American is both externally constructed 17 and enforced, and at the same time a name that 

is used by Asian Americans to empower themselves. 

2.3-Asian Americans as a Model Minority 

The term Asian American refers to American-born Asians and to post-1965 arrivals, 

most of who come to this country with the intention of settling permanently (Espiritu xi). 

Before this period, Asians can be refers to as immigrants. The terms Asian American and 

Asian Pacific American are likewise terms that inferred by the utilization of government 

offices for their managerial accommodation. What is being Asian American? All the more 

imperatively, what is being an American? The capacity of workers from Asia to take an 

interest as equivalents in American culture has been influenced by the differing meanings 

of who is an American. Being an American can extend from terms concerning race, 

nationality and country of origin, or by religion and culture. Being an American can 

likewise be characterized based on a confidence in the American majority rule framework. 

For Asian foreigners, if turning into an American means full acknowledgment and the 

possibility for break even with interest in the standard, most workers would need to wind 

up an American. However some immigrants may be less energetic if turning into an 
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American means surrendering one's social legacy so as to take an interest in the standard. 

Undoubtedly numerous outsiders would not wish to wind up American on the off chance 

that it implies control and acting in an in a second- class role. 

According to Henry H.L. Kitano and Roger Daniels in their investigation of Asian 

Americans as an "emerging minority," a few Asians like to hold their solid ethnic ties, and 

subsequently their meaning of being American depends on a pluralistic model (Kitano and 

Daniels 5). Asians may see themselves basically as Asians, trusting that the importance of 

America lies in its acknowledgment of assorted diversity. Others may feel that America 

will never acknowledge non-white individuals as equivalents and thus, may want to 

experience their lives inside ethnic limits. In any case, these different definitions are not 

static. American culture is and has been encountering various changes that arrangement 

with the issues of the Asian American minority.  

In his examination of the Asian American Development, William Wei proposes that 

Asian Americans are seen with various pictures, from being viewed as foreigners 

(physically and socially) whose issues and concerns are in this way unimportant to 

whatever is left of society, to being seen as America's model minority (Wei 4). Wei 

proposes that the "concept of Asian American implies that there can be a communal 

consciousness and a unique culture that is neither Asian nor American, but Asian 

American. In defining their own identity and culture, Asian Americans bring together 

previously isolated and ineffective struggles against the oppression of Asian communities 

into a coherent pan-Asian movement for social change" (Wei 1). The picture of the model 

minority generalization recommends the possibility of a group that has effectively 

coordinated into American culture regardless of apparently unconquerable racial 

boundaries. Asian Americans are more skilled than other minorities at "making it" in 

standard society. 

According to Gordon H. Chang’s study of Asian Americans and politics, since the 

mid- 1960s, Asian Americans have been widely "valorized" relative to blacks via the 

model minority myth, 

“The often explicit suggestion is that blacks failed in American society because 

of their own deficiencies: after all, if Asian Americans can make it why can’t 

blacks? [...] Yet the model minority does not claim that Asian Americans are 

culturally assimilated into white society: instead it posits their material success 
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and attributes this to their ongoing cultural distinctiveness. It also suggests that 

Asian Americans are too busy getting ahead and making money to worry about 

politics, thus echoing the old trope of Asian American apoliticalness.”  

(Chang,54) 

Chang argues that the model minority myth has driven Asian Americans to wind up 

socially unmistakable from other minority gatherings, particularly African-Americans. 

Asian Americans are revered as diligent, restrained, having solid family esteems, and 

having regard for specialist and for instruction. Such attributes are what characterize the 

model minority. However in spite of the role Asians held as idealistic workers in the mid-

late-nineteenth century, Asians were seen to be socially "unassimilable" into "white 

society." Hence, as Asian Americans at long last picked up what Chang argues to as 

"relative valorization" (cultural recognition) they moved toward becoming alienated from 

community support. Asian Americans turned out to be more worried about keeping up 

financial solidness and concentrated on "excelling" in America. For Asian Americans, 

political cooperation was not seen as imperative as profiting.  

Particularly in the New York City territory, Asian Americans are known as the 

forgotten minority. The New York State Advisory Committee to the United States 

Commission on Civil Rights arranged a report (November 1977) on Asian Americans in 

New York City, entitled The Forgotten Minority. The report delineates that Asian 

Americans have satisfied the model minority stereotype in that they are illustrative of a 

minority that has possessed the capacity to absorb into American culture regardless of 

historical boundaries (New York State 1). Asian Americans in New York City, however, 

likewise endure a significant part of the social hardship and economic discrimination 

experienced by other minority Americans. Regularly their battle has been ignored by 

Government, State, and nearby offices in charge of giving administrations to all 

Americans. 

2.4-Discrimination and Exclusion  

With the rising number of Chinese entering the United States, and a growing number 

of unemployed Chinese following the completion of the Central Pacific Railroad, the 

competition among Chinese, other immigrant groups, and white Americans for jobs 

became intense. Under these circumstances, politicians, workers, and journalists 

complained that the increasing number of single Chinese men unfairly competed with 
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white Americans and European immigrants because they worked for low wages or were 

working out indentures (Cronin and Huntzicker, 2012). The press framed Chinese 

immigration as an evil, an “unarmed invasion” competing unfairly in the labor market 

(Lee, 2002, p. 36). Discrimination towards the Chinese not only came from U.S. citizens 

but also from the federal government. For example, in 1889, the United States Supreme 

Court described Chinese immigrants as “vast hordes of people crowding in upon us” and as 

“a different race…dangerous to American peace and security” (Lee, 2002, p. 39). More 

sweeping was the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, which was the first immigration policy 

limiting the immigration of a targeted group in American history (Zinzius, 2005). The 

Chinese Exclusion Act prohibited the immigration of Chinese laborers for a period of ten 

years and barred all Chinese immigrants from naturalized citizenship; however, merchants, 

teachers, students, travelers, and diplomats were exempt from exclusion (Lee, 2005). 

Although there were exceptions for some specific groups, the flow of immigrants from 

China was greatly affected by the law. According to the Census Bureau’s American 

Community Survey, it reduced the Chinese American population from a peak of 107,000 

in 1890 to 50,000 in 1920. One result of the excluding of the Chinese was the introduction 

of a “gatekeeping” ideology into the nation’s politics, law, and culture, and it transformed 

the way in which Americans thought about race, immigration, and the nation’s identity as a 

nation of immigrants (Lee, 2002) Based on the 18 1882 Exclusion Act, a second exclusion 

act was published in 1924 which regulated the quota system. The quota was further 

tightened to 150,000 immigrants with the passage of the Immigration Act in 1930 (Zinzius, 

2005). A Turning Point in 1965 Chinese immigration had been systematically cut off by 

legal restrictions beginning in 1882, but a series of small compromises and regulations 

were made over the years. Chinese exclusion finally ended with the passage of the 

Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 (Zinzius, 2005). World War II was the largest 

and most violent armed conflict in the history of mankind, and began when Hitler’s army 

invaded Poland on September 1, 1939 (Stone, 2003). The United States did not enter 

World War II until the attack on Pearl Harbor by Japan on December 7, 1941 (Stone, 

2003). During the war, in order to stop the aggression of Germany, Italy, and Japan, 

France, Great Britain, Poland, Soviet Union, the United States, China, and other countries 

became allies. Because China was an American ally, the quota was 19 The Immigration 

and Nationality Act of 1965 abolished the quota system for Chinese immigrations. The law 

was straightforward. After July 1, 1968, immigrants from these nonWestern countries 
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would enter on a first-come, first-served basis, regardless of their place of birth or racial 

ancestry (Keely, 1971). Moreover, the Refugee Act of 1980 allocated 50,000 visas for 

Chinese immigrants annually. Chinese students also played a significant role in the rising 

number of Chinese in the United States. Students had always been encouraged to migrate, 

and were even exempted from the 1882 Exclusion Act. In the 1960s, a large number of 

students who intended to complete their studies following the Chinese Revolution were 

stranded. Those students who entered the United States before 1950 were allowed to 

complete their study, find employment, and convert their visa status to that of a permanent 

resident (Lyman, 2001). Also, the American system supported the integration of foreigners 

holding degrees from U.S. educational institutions (Zinzius, 2005). By 1980, fifty percent 

of the 300,000 foreign students in the United States were from China and other Asian 

nations (Zinzius, 2005). According to the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, 235,597 

Chinese natives were students in the United States in 2013, where they accounted for 23.7 

percent of all the foreign students. Chinese students now make up a quarter of foreign 

students in the U.S. Additionally; thousands of students have been able to find jobs in the 

United States after completing their studies (Zinzius, 2005). As resident aliens they can 

start the family repatriation process. After five years of continuous residency, they can then 

obtain American citizenship and invite other relatives to immigrate under the quota and 

non-quota regulations. Reimers (1983) has termed this phenomenon “chain migration,” and 

he classifies today’s new Chinese immigrants into three categories (Zinzius, 2005, p. 117). 

ABC Chinese (American-born Chinese) tend to have college educations and white-collar 

jobs, and choose to live outside of urban Chinatowns. 20 FOB (fresh-off-the-boat Chinese) 

have little education, speak little English, live in Chinatown and work in the lowest-

income-bracket service industries, or in the sewing industry. FOPC (fresh-off-the-plane 

Chinese) are relatives of earlier immigrants benefitting from reunification, and the 

resources of well-educated family members. They live predominately in the new 

Chinatowns or in the multicultural environment of top-level universities. According to 

census data, the Asian population in the United States has grown from one million to 

twelve million from 1965 to 2000 (Zinzius, 2005). In 2013, more than 338,000 Asians 

immigrated to the U.S., and China was one of the leading countries of origin. The U.S. 

Census reported that the number of Chinese immigrants grew from 1,654,472 in 1990 to 

2,432,858 in 2014, which reflects an obvious effect of the 1965 law. 
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1790 The 1790  Naturalization  Act 

1882 The Chinese Exclusion  Act 

1888 The Scott  Act 

1892 Act to Prohibit the Coming of Chinese Persons Into the United 

States 

1917 The 1917 Immigration Act 

1921 The Emergency Quota Act 

1924 The National Origins Quota Act 

1942 The Magnuson Act 

1952 The Immigration and Nationality Act (McCarren –Walter Act) 

1965 The Immigration and Nationality Act (Hart – Cellar Act) 

1980 The Refugee Act of 1980 

1986 The Immigration Reform and Control Act 

1996 The Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility 

Act 

2001 The USA Patriot Act 

 

3 List of Major Immigration Policies in the U.S 

 

 

 

                                                           
3 Policy Institute, List of Major Immigration Policies in the US, retrieved from at migrationpolicy.org. 
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2.5-Conclusion 

We have seen in this chapter Asian Americans as a model minority in the United 

States because many of their cultures encourage a strong work ethic, a respect for elders, a 

high degree of professional and academic success, a high valuation of family, education 

and religion. Statistics such as high household income and low incarceration rate, low rates 

of many diseases, and higher than average life expectancy are also discussed as positive 

aspects of Asian Americans.  
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Chapter Three 
The Role of 

 Asian Americans in  

Shaping American History 
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3.1-Introduction 

Chapter three concerned with the migration from Latin America, which has been at 

the forefront of the immigration debate for much of the past half century, in more recent 

years, immigrants from Asia and the Pacific Islands, or AAPI immigrants, have constituted 

an increasing share of newcomers arriving in the United States. In 2015, almost 40 percent 

of all newly arrived immigrants, or those who came within the last five years, hailed from 

Asia or the Pacific — a larger share than from Latin America4. This coincided with Asian 

Americans more broadly becoming the fastest growing ethnic group in the United States, 

overtaking Hispanic-Americans during the past decade5. In 2015, almost 40% of all newly 

arrived immigrants came from Asia or the Pacific—a larger share than from Latin 

America. Given how rapidly the Asian American and Asian immigrant population in the 

country is expanding, it is important to understand the unique ways these individuals 

contribute to the U.S society, politics and economy.  And as the AAPI population 

continues to grow — it is estimated that the Asian American population will increase by 

143 percent by 2060, while the Pacific Islander population will double6 — this group will 

likely play an even greater role in the United States in the coming decades. 

3.2-Asian and Asian American contributions to American Society 

Asians and Asian Americans have made numerous commitments to the development 

of American culture similarly the same number of other ethnic groups have, despite the 

fact that Asians have relocated to the nation in moderately late years when contrasted with 

other foreigner groups. America is a country developed by individuals of numerous 

countries. Amid some verifiable improvements in America, there have been Asian 

commitments, for example, the development of the Transcontinental Rail Road, and amid 

such seasons of world clash, while taking part in World War II, the U.S. Air force had 

                                                           
4 In this report, “Asian Americans and the Pacific Islanders” refer to the ethnic group that identify 
themselves as Chinese, Taiwanese, Japanese, Filipino, Asian Indian, Korean, Native Hawaiian, Vietnamese, 
Bhutanese, Mongolian, Nepalese, Cambodian, Hmong, Laotian, Thai, Bangladeshi, Burmese, Indonesian, 
Malaysian, Pakistani, Sri Lackeankan, Samoan, Tongan, Guamanian/Chamorro, Fijian, or other Pacific 
Islanders. Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders who identify as mixed-race group with other races are also 
included. 
5 “Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders,” “AAPIs,” “Asians,” and “Asian Americans” are used 
interchangeably, referring to the ethnic group detailed in note 1. 
6 U.S. Census Bureau, “Projections of the Size and Composition of the U.S. Population: 2014 to 2060,” 
Washington D.C., (March 2015). Accessed on February 10, 2015, available 
here:https://www.census.gov/content/Dam/Census/library/publications/2015/demo/p25-1143. 
pdf. 
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isolated units, one of which was totally made up from Japanese Americans who 

demonstrating their loyalty for their new nation, despite the fact that Japanese Americans 

were compelled to possess containment camps, turned into the most exceptionally adorned 

American unit of World War II. For a more fashionable case of contributions include the 

internet period, where the exceptionally famous and most utilized internet sites include, 

Yahoo and YouTube, were manifestations made by and with Asian Americans. 

Asians and Asian Americans are no different than some other minority group in 

America, in to such an extent that contributions change social and cultural standards and 

are made gladly and with pleasure. While examining for common cases of Asians and 

Asian Americans to show on the American Ethnic Studies web page, we can find that they 

have made tremendous contributions to modern American Culture. These contributors of 

American Culture could allure more Asian and Asian American understudies to discover 

more about the American Ethnic Studies Department. 

Sun Tzu is a historical Chinese military strategist whom, by some historian accounts, 

lived somewhere in the time frame between 722– 481 BC. All through the historical 

backdrop of fighting, Sun Tzu's war manual, The Art of War, has been a standout amongst 

the most studied and ascribed must have for leaders crosswise over a significant number of 

the world's militaries. Military strategists from different epochs have executed tactics 

created by Tzu. Only recently have U.S. military pioneers upheld for the direction of 

pioneers with the war manual by Tzu (Marshall 1999, West 2005). The latest clashes, 

Vietnam and the Gulf Wars, have both utilized Tzu's techniques in battle. Counterinsurgent 

strategies, roused by Tzu, executed by the Vietcong against U.S. ground troops had banned 

an American triumph (Marshall 1999). Changing technologies and strategies of present day 

fighting have chosen the result of fight all through time, however, most developments of 

fighting offer belief to Tzu's theory of fight (West 2005). Amid the first Golf War, Tzu's 

systems were executed through Aircraft battle, which at last prompt a peaceful U.S 

triumph (Marshall 1999). New U.S. strategies are being proposed to make Tzu's strategies 

a necessity of U.S. military leaders preparing in light of current circumstances. Backers of 

such learned, approved, and demonstrated strategies for Tzu's war manual are on the ascent 

(West 2005). Tzu has changed the way combat has been fought, as well as the manner by 

which it will be fought. U.S. military leaders are perceiving the advantages of Tzu's book, 
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The Art of War, and are experiencing change to incorporate Tzu's system in the 

preparation of U.S. military leaders (West 2005). 

Vera Wang is a Chinese American stylish who has influenced mainstream culture. 

Wang has changed the substance of fashion as a wedding dress. Wang's ability in making 

masterpieces that individuals can wear has made her name identical with the words of 

wedding and fashion. As indicated by Emma Sloley, writer for Flare magazine, “She is the 

undisputed queen of the modern, chic wedding dress.” Wang has changed the form world 

and now has her eyes on a large number of fashion areas, for example, fragrance, 

accessories and house ware (Sloley 2008). Wang has numerous persuasive customers in 

Hollywood, for example, Mariah Carey, Jennifer Lopez, Ivanka Trump, Thalía, Jessica 

Simpson, Avril Lavigne, Victoria Beckham, Khloe Kardashian, Jennifer Gather, Sharon 

Stone, Sarah Michelle Gellar, Uma Thurman, Holly Seeker, Campbell Dark colored, 

Danielle Jonas, Jeri Ryan, Kate Hudson, and Karenna Gut among different VIPs. Wang 

adds to American popular culture by affecting the individuals who has the ability to 

influence others. 

Another Asian supplier is Chien-Shiung Wu. Wu is considered by numerous 

researchers to be the first woman of physics. Wu alongside partners had established the 

equivalence decay hypothesis to be false, in this way always showing signs of change the 

substance of physics, which from numerous other logical developments have happened 

(Lee 1997). Wu was not only a female physicist, however a female physicist in the mid 

1940's which was around then exceptionally unprecedented for a lady to be a researcher, 

and a female minority for that concerned. Wu's revelation of invalidating the all inclusive 

equality hypothesis opened up roads for the disclosure of new high-vitality yielding 

possibilities around the globe (Lee 1997). Wu's commitment to American science is that of 

innovation and executions of a more productive wellspring of vitality with potential to 

streamline numerous parts of life. Lee states, “But before 1956, the ‘self-evident’ nature of 

parity made physicists unwilling to even entertain the possibility of its violation.”(Lee 

1997). 

Jim Lee is another Asian American who has impacted American culture. Jim Lee is a 

standout amongst the most unmistakable names in comic books. Lee has drawn probably 

the most famous super heroes in the comic universe. Moreover, Lee has drawn the X-Men, 

Superman, Batman, Punisher, and Fantastic Four just to give some examples. Funnies have 
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generally been well-liked with children, anyway those kids grow up. The comic business 

has been powered by grown up comic book devotees and have made sub-sorts of the comic 

business which incorporate everything from fashion to the movies, for another age of fans. 

Lee's masterful capacity has formed and motivated future craftsman, in the comic domain 

as well as the domain of art. With the current fame of comic book motivated movies, Lee 

and others have discovered another approach to advance their abilities, with the 

assemblage of film ticket sales. 

Bruce Lee is one Asian American that has undisputable overall notoriety. Lee is 

considered to be the most persuasive military arts ever. Bruce Lee's name is synonymous 

with hand to hand fighting. Lee's commitment of showing Asian culture to American 

groups of onlookers has impacted the way America has come to see Asians and Asian 

Americans as well as each American. John Little, writer of the book, The Art of 

Expressing the Human Body, expresses, “The thousands of hours that Bruce Lee spent 

training alone set an example that reveals to us the potential we all have to become better 

and more fully functional human beings. Moreover, it has endured beyond his passing.” 

(Little 1998) Lee has motivated endless people to accomplish significance, and in his doing 

as such has enlivened individuals from all races to meet up and cross the racial line. Lee's 

impact can in any case be found in a huge number of social enclaves going from movies to 

fashion, and can be found in the philosophies of numerous Americans today. Arnold 

Schwarzenegger has been cited as saying, “He was one of a kind. He was an idol for so 

many…He had a profound and tremendous impact worldwide, and I think that he will be 

therefore admired for a long time.” (Little 1998) 

The commitments of Asians and Asian Americans originate from different parts of 

American Culture. There are numerous Asian and Asian Americans that are emphatically 

affecting the way Americans think, feel, act, and associate with others. Despite the fact that 

America is made out of a wide range of people groups from various terrains, Asians and 

Asian Americans have had what is coming to them of impact in American Culture. 

3.3-Contribution of Asian Americans to American Politics 

Racial dispositions in the United States guaranteed that preceding World War II, 

Asian populaces would have minimal political use and would assume just a negligible part 

in deciding foreign policy in Asia and the Pacific region. With significantly expanded 

populace and monetary opulence, since the 1970s Asian Americans have assembled the 
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political structure that has enabled them to take an interest during the time spent affecting 

American foreign policy. It is still more the guarantee of what is in store in this field for 

Asian Americans than their present capacity to shape strategy that ought to be noted.  

Chinese were the main Asians to move to the United States in huge numbers: by 

1880, with their locale numbering seventy-five thousand, they contained 10 percent of 

California's populace. Dread that Chinese Americans may utilize the vote was one purpose 

for congressional section of the Chinese Exclusion Act in 1882. Among the arrangements 

was one that made Chinese "aliens ineligible to citizenship." With this enactment Chinese 

Americans were expelled to the political edges, and a noteworthy point of reference was 

set for the political and social minimization of every Asian gathering who might take after. 

Just in 1952 were the remainder of the lawful limitations against Asian citizenship 

evacuated. 

Amid World War II the United States lifted the prohibition on Chinese migration; in 

the primary year of usage (1943) the change was as much representative as substantive as 

just 105 people were permitted to enter the United States. Chinese settlers were permitted 

to end up naturalized residents. Since China was a partner of the United States amid World 

War II, these moves were made in extensive measure to win support with Chiang Kai-

shek's administration. Chinese Americans were excessively very few and too politically 

untested to be of much impact in advancing such changes. After the war, Asian Americans 

remained politically underestimated in foreign policy choices. No Asian-American groups 

or individual, for example, demonstrated powerful in forming the occasions and strategies 

that carried America into the Korean War. 

Koreans in America were excessively very few, and they had little involvement with 

American governmental issues. The haughtiness appeared by numerous U.S. government 

authorities toward both the Korean and the Chinese Communist soldiers in the war bears a 

resemblance to bigot attitude; these leaders were probably not going to have considered 

important those Asian Americans who might have endeavored to impact policy. White 

American military usually belittled both the Chinese and the Koreans (counting their South 

Korean allies) with racial thorns. A similar example won in the developing association of 

the United States in Southeast Asia that started in the 1950s. No Asian-American ethnic 

groups, nor singular Asian Americans, had any significant part in the strategies that 

provoked the war in Vietnam. 
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A few variables changed for Asian Americans starting in the 1970s. Driven by a 

surge of movement from Asia as the consequence of the 1965 migration law, Asian 

Americans order consideration by their sheer numbers—10,242,998 (3.6 percent of the 

country's populace, as indicated by the 2000 census). They are well positioned politically 

because in California, the best appointive prize far, in the vicinity of 11 and 12 percent of 

the populace is Asian American. These ethnic groups communally can brag remarkably 

high levels of instructive fulfillment. Instruction is an essential explanation behind another 

political quality shared by Asian Americans, their wealth. Middle family wage for Asian 

Americans is 138 percent of the national standard.  

Obstructions keep on blocking the way of these groups as they endeavor to 

accomplish a level of political advancement and build up the ability to impact foreign 

policy toward their hereditary homes in Asia. The populace numbers themselves might 

misdirect when the level of political investment is considered. Since such a significant 

number of the workers permitted in by the 1965 law are a piece of rejoined families, the 

rate of foreigners who become naturalized is low. The level of Asian Americans who enlist 

to vote is low, similar to the level of the individuals who really vote. On the off chance that 

some other ethnic groups have pulled in political consideration in view of their locale 

solidarity and coalition voting custom, it remains a risk for Asian Americans that they 

uniformly split their votes amongst Republicans and Democrats. Split votes definitely 

expel political power. Certain groups likewise split on the issues including their property of 

family. Chinese Americans, for example, separate over the central issue of what approach 

ought to be advanced by the United States toward the communist administration in Beijing. 

An "80– 20 activity" was started in the 1990s with the objective of conveying 80 

percent of the Asian-American vote to one presidential candidate. In any case, there are six 

critical Asian groups represented, and the ideological contrasts among them make the sort 

of political solidarity that the "80– 20 activity" advances far-fetched. Chinese Americans 

are the biggest ethnic group, with about 2.5 million, followed all together by Filipinos, 

Indians, Vietnamese, Koreans, and Japanese. Each has its own specific foreign policy 

issues that identify with the country, so cooperation among the groups has ended up being 

hard.  

The Vietnamese, politically the most conservationist group, have concentrated on 

U.S. strategy toward the administration in Hanoi. As adversaries of the administration, 
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Vietnamese Americans have performed as to some degree a brake on the unyielding 

American push toward normalizing relations. With a massive flood of workers inside their 

society, Chinese Americans have concentrated on both migration issues and the U.S. 

association with China. Questionable charges of undercover work against Lee Wen Ho, a 

Chinese-American nuclear researcher at Los Alamos, New Mexico, in 2000 activated 

Chinese Americans to challenge that the American government propagated the 

generalization that Chinese Americans were some way or another doing the offering of the 

government of China. Since China is viewed as the adversary by numerous Americans, 

Chinese Americans trust they are polluted by affiliation since they are ethnic Chinese In a 

fund-raising scandal in the 1996 election, millions of dollars were illicitly gathered from 

Chinese sources outside the United States; Chinese Americans challenged that press scope 

did not satisfactorily clarify that it was not Chinese Americans occupied with raising 

unlawful commitments, but rather foreign Chinese who may well have been related with 

the communist Chinese government. Chinese Americans trust that their capacity to impact 

approach has been endangered by these scenes in which they have been unjustifiably 

blamed for bad behavior and of being in the administration of a foreign country hated by 

the American community.  

Every one of the Asian groups needs to carry more Asian Americans into the foreign 

strategy basic leadership process including Asia and the Pacific region. With such a 

significant number of various societies included, finding an agreement has not been simple 

for the Asian-American groups. 

3.4-How Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders Contribute to the U.S. Economy 

Immigrants from Asia and the Pacific Islands have particularly high levels of annual 

income. In recent years, the Asian American and AAPI immigrant population has stood out 

not just for its rapid growth, but for their high average earnings as well. Our analysis of 

data from the 2015 American Community Survey shows that AAPI households, both 

native and foreignborn, have higher median incomes than many other comparable 

demographic groups. The median household income of Asian households was $75,000 in 

2015, while the median household income for the U.S. population as a whole was only 

$55,300 that year. For comparison, the median income of Hispanic American households 

was $44,800. Taking a closer look at just the foreign-born subset of the AAPI population, 

once again they stand out for their strong earning power. In 2015, 12.1 million of the 21.3 
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million AAPI residents of the United States were immigrants, or 56.8 percent of the AAPI 

population overall. In 2015, the median income of AAPI immigrants was $75,000, high 

compared to other segments of the population. In 2015, the median income of U.S.-born 

households in the United States overall was $56,000. The income of white immigrants to 

America was $60,100. Looking at how the AAPI population is distributed among five 

income quintiles also provides insight into the real earning power of the Asian American 

population. While non-AAPI households are almost equally distributed among the five 

income quintiles, AAPI households disproportionately fall into upper income brackets. 

More than half of all AAPI in households are in the top two income quintiles in the United 

States and 31.5 percent of all AAPI in households are in the top income quintile. This is 

relatively high — only 19.3 percent of non-AAPI in households fall into this bracket.  The 

high median earnings of the AAPI in the United States mean that even though they make 

up a small share of the overall U.S. population—6.6 percent—they still hold substantial 

economic clout. In 2015, AAPI households earned $639.5 billion in total household 

income. Some 73.7 percent of those earnings went directly to households headed by Asian 

or Pacific Islander immigrants, a group that collectively earned $471.5 billion in income 

that year. The high median earnings of Asian Americans mean that even though they make 

up a small share of the overall U.S. population, they still hold substantial economic clout. 

(Figure1) 
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7Figure1: MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME BY RACE AND IMMIGRANT 

GROUPS, 2015 

 

AAPI immigrants make meaningful contributions to the U.S. economy as both 

taxpayers and consumers. The AAPI population consistently punches above its weight 

class in terms of the amount of taxes paid to federal, state, and local governments. In 2015 

we estimate that AAPI households contributed hundreds of millions of dollars in taxes to 

the government. At the federal level, these taxes support services and programs like the 

U.S. Military and increasingly imperiled entitlement programs like Medicare and Social 

Security. At the state and local level, they help sustain public services that are vital to local 

communities, such as public schools, police forces, and garbage collection. In 2015, AAPI 

households paid roughly $184.0B in taxes. For context, that was more than the federal 

                                                           
7 American Community Survey (ACS), 2015 
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government spent on education that year. Our analysis of ACS data indicates that AAPI 

households contributed $132.0 billion in federal taxes in 2015 and $52.0 billion in state 

and local taxes, or $184.0 billion in taxes overall. To put that figure in context, this amount 

is larger than the total amount the federal government spent on education, training, 

employment, and social service programs in 2015 ($122.1 billion), or what it spent on 

either community regional development ($20.7 billion) or agriculture ($18.5 billion) that 

year8 . Although AAPI households make up only 5.3 percent of U.S. households, they pay 

7.4 percent of the money that goes to taxes each year. Drilling down to households led by 

AAPI immigrants, we can see that they are an important part of the tax picture overall. In 

2015, we estimate that AAPI immigrants paid $97.5 billion in federal taxes and 

approximately $38.2 billion in state and local taxes. This accounted for almost three out of 

every four dollars of taxes paid by AAPI in the country that year. 

 

Figure2: ASIAN AMERICANS AND PACIFIC ISLANDERS PUNCH ABOVE 

THEIR WEIGHT CLASS AS TAXPAYERS. 

As described above, the federal taxes that Asian Americans pay include contributions to 

Social Security and Medicare. These programs are particularly critical now given that 

Baby Boomers are reaching retirement age at the rate of roughly 10,000 people per day. 

Absent immigration, this demographic change could be a double blow: As social programs 

like Social Security face financial challenges from an expanding over-65 population, the 

number of people in the United States paying into the system is decreasing. While the 

                                                           
8 U.S. Office of Management and Budget, “Table 3.1- Outlays by Superfunction and Function: 1940-2021,” 
Washington D.C. Accessed on February 22, 2016, available here: 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/ omb/budget/fy2017/assets/hist03z1.xls. 
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United States had roughly 16 workers paying into entitlement programs for every one 

retiree in 1950, that number is projected to drop to just two workers for every retiree by 

20359. 

Asian American and Pacific Islander entrepreneurs stand out for the relative success 

of their businesses. In recent years, encouraging entrepreneurship in the United States as a 

whole has been a top priority for policymakers. Researchers have found that between 1977 

and 2005 almost all the net job creation in the country was attributable to young firms10. In 

2015, however, the rate of new business formation slowed in the United States for the 

second straight year — a worrying trend given how much new businesses help spur job 

creation, productivity increases, and economic growth overall11. In this environment, 

immigrants continue founding companies at higher rates than the U.S. population as a 

whole, making them a rare bright spot in the start-up landscape. This report shows that 

AAPI immigrants exhibit this pattern as well. Given the growing size of the Asian 

population, they are clearly an integral reason why immigrant entrepreneurship rates 

remain so high. In 2015, 10.5% of employed AAPI immigrants were entrepreneurs, a far 

higher share than the 9.4% of working U.S. adults overall. Asian American immigrants 

stand out, however, not only for their high levels of entrepreneurship, but also for the 

inherent success of the businesses they found. According to Survey of Business Owners, 

firms owned by Asian Americans generated $707.6 billion in total receipts and sales in 

2012 — a figure higher than the receipts generated by businesses owned by any other 

minority group that year. Asian Americans also owned more than 485,000 firms with paid 

employees in 2012, more than many other comparable groups. 

                                                           
9 “10 Truths About America’s Entitlement Programs, Address by R. Bruce Josten Executive Vice President of 
Government Affairs U.S. Chamber of Commerce,” U.S. Chamber of Commerce, accessed September 21, 
2016, https://www.uschamber.com/speech/10-truthsabout-america%E2%80%99s-entitlement-
programsaddress-r-bruce-josten-executive-vice. 
10 John Haltiwanger, Ron S. Jarmin, and Javier Miranda, “Who Creates Jobs? Small Versus Large Versus 
Young,” The Review of Economics and Statistics 95, no. 2 (May 2013): 347–61. 
11 Ben Casselman, “St. Louis Is The New Startup Frontier,” FiveThirtyEight, September 12, 2016, http:// 
fivethirtyeight.com/features/st-louis-is-the-new-startup-frontier/. 
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12Figure3: ENTREPRENEURSHIP RATE OF ASIAN AMERICANS AND PACIFIC 

ISLANDERS, 2015 

Today, the United States is home to almost 930,000 Asian American and Pacific 

Islander American entrepreneurs. These include the almost 730,000 AAPI immigrants who 

run their own businesses. That meant that in 2015, 10.5 percent of employed AAPI 

immigrants were self-employed entrepreneurs. That entrepreneurship rate was higher than 

the rate for the working population in America more broadly, which sat at 9.4 percent that 

year. Data, however, makes clear that the high level of entrepreneurship among AAPI 

workers was driven largely by foreign-born Asians. When we look at the entrepreneurship 

rate for the AAPI working population overall, it is slightly lower than the national average, 

sitting at 9.1 percent in 2015. (Figure 3) 

Asian American immigrants stand out, not only for their high levels of 

entrepreneurship, but also for the inherent success of the businesses they found. The large 

number of firms owned by Asians and Pacific Islanders has allowed them to create a 

meaningful number of jobs and opportunities for other American workers. Asian American 

business owners paid almost $112.0 billion to the more than 3.6 million workers that they 

employed in 2012. In some states, their impact was particularly large. Asian business 

owners employed more than one million people in California in 2012 — a state where 

roughly one in six residents was of AAPI heritage in 2015. They were also important 

employers in states with smaller AAPI populations, like Florida, Illinois, and Georgia, 

where they hired more than 100,000 workers each. While large, these state figures are 

conservative because they exclude employees’ at large, publicly-traded firms owned by 

Asians, for privacy reasons. Between 2007 and 2012, the sales and receipts generated by 

Asian-owned firms increased by 40 percent, rising from $506.1 billion in 2007 to $707.6 

                                                           
12 American Community Survey (ACS), 2015 
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billion in 2012. Annual payroll also increased by 40 percent during that period13. Once 

again, AAPI immigrants played a large role driving overall entrepreneurship patterns. In 

2012, 74.2 percent of the Asian business owners were foreignborn. Although 2012 data on 

firms with at least one AAPI immigrant owner are not yet available, we can gain a sense of 

their impact by looking at figures from 2007. That year, firms owned by AAPI immigrants 

generated $343.3 billion in sales and receipts and had $57.7 billion in payroll expenses. 

They also employed 1.9 million U.S- based workers. This included almost 620,000 people 

in California, and almost 145,000 people in Texas. (Survey of Business Owners, 2007) 

AAPI immigrants are considerably more likely than the broader population to have a 

college degree. Today, Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders have the highest educational 

attainment rates among any demographic in the United States. Immigrants from Asia and 

the Pacific who came after 1965 were radically different from their predecessors, who were 

largely viewed as low-skilled workers. This was due in large part to the provisions of the 

Immigration Act, which established preference for immigrants with the skills to fill jobs 

for which there was an insufficient supply of American workers. Furthermore, given the 

tendency for U.S.-born Asians to pursue higher education as a means of upward mobility, 

the overall levels of educational attainment for Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders also 

increased rapidly after 1965. Today, Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders have the 

highest educational attainment rates among any demographic in the United States.  More 

than half of the AAPI population aged 25 years or more holds at least a bachelor’s degree. 

The share of recent AAPI immigrants educated at this level is considerably higher, 

reaching 60.9 percent. This is far higher than the 30.7 percent of the U.S. population with 

that level of training, or the 29.7 percent of all immigrants14. Meanwhile, Asian- 

Americans are on par with the general U.S. population, with 12.8 percent of both groups 

having less than a high school degree. Asian and Pacific Islander Americans also are able 

to amass more spending power simply because they are more likely to be of working age 

than the U.S. population as a whole. In 2015, 67.8 percent of the Asian American 

population and 79.7 percent of the foreign-born Asian population were in the prime of their 

working years, between the ages of 16 and 64, while only 64.9 percent of the U.S. 

population as a whole fell into that age bracket. AAPI households also boasted high 

                                                           
13  In the analysis for the sales growth between 2007 and 2012, the Asian population only refers to East, 
South, and Southeast Asians because data of Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders is not available in 2007. 
14 The population used to estimate the education attainment refers to the population over 25 years old. 
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workforce participation rates. In 2015, 65.2 percent of all AAPI Americans were active in 

the labor force, compared to the national average for all residents of 63.1 percent. Other 

less appreciated factors may also play into the high household earnings of Asian and 

Pacific Islanders. As one recent study detailed, Asians tend to have bigger household sizes 

and to live in metropolitan areas with higher costs of living15. In 2015, more than four out 

of every five AAPI immigrants were in the prime of their working years, or between the 

ages of 16 and 64, compared to 64.9% of the U.S. population overall. 

 

16Figure4: ASIAN AND PACIFIC ISLANDERS ARE CONSIDERABLY MORE 

LIKELY THAN AVERAGE TO HAVE AT LEAST A BACHELOR'S DEGREE. 

Immigrants from Asia and the Pacific who came after 1965 were radically different 

from their predecessors, who were largely viewed as low-skilled workers. This was due in 

large part to the provisions of the Immigration Act, which established preference for 

immigrants with the skills to fill jobs for which there was an insufficient supply of 

American workers. Furthermore, given the tendency for U.S.-born Asians to pursue higher 

education as a means of upward mobility, the overall levels of educational attainment for 

Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders also increased rapidly after 1965. Today, Asian 

                                                           
15 Center for American Progress, “State of Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders Series: A Multifaceted 
Portrait of a Growing Population,” Washington D.C. (September 2014). 
16 American Community Survey (ACS), 2015 
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Americans and Pacific Islanders have the highest educational attainment rates among any 

demographic in the United States. (Figure 4) 

Foreign-born consumers from Asia and the Pacific Islands are particularly influential 

in several key states. Asian and Pacific Islander households held $455.6B in spending 

power in 2015. To put that figure in perspective, that amount is comparable to Walmart’s 

annual revenue. In this brief, we shed light on the role that Asians Americans play as 

consumers by looking at the “spending power” of this group. This measure, which is 

frequently used in NAE research, refers to the discretionary income left over to households 

after deducting what they pay in federal, state, and local taxes. Using that methodology, we 

find that Asian and Pacific Islander households held $455.6 billion in spending power in 

2015. To put that figure in perspective, that amount is comparable to Walmart’s annual 

revenue ($485.7 billion) and is more than two times Apple’s revenue of $182.8 billion in 

201517. If we consider just the subset of AAPI households led by immigrants, once again 

we see that they play a prominent role in the spending power story. In 2015, foreign-born 

AAPI households held 73.7 percent of all the spending power held by Asians and Pacific 

Islanders in the United States. That meant that in 2015, the spending power of these 

households totaled $335.8 billion. That figure was greater than the GDP of Denmark in 

2015 and roughly comparable with South Africa’s GDP of $317.4 billion that year18. 

By 2020, AAPIs will hold considerable voting power in some states. The large 

increase in the size of the Asian American population does not only impact the broader 

U.S. economy, it has implications at the voting booth as well. The Asian American 

population is unique in that it has not been the subject of widespread get-out-the-vote or 

political mobilization efforts in the way that the Hispanic or Black population has been in 

recent years19. Scholars have speculated some of this is due to the heavy concentration of 

the AAPI population in large cities and the state of California, areas that have historically 

been relatively uncompetitive. The rich diversity of the population also presents 

challenges. The factors that motivate the Vietnamese community, which traditionally sides 

more heavily with Republicans, may not motivate the Bangladeshis, who tend to favor 

                                                           
17 Fortune, “Fortune 500 in 2015.” Accessed on March 18, 2016, available here: 
http://fortune.com/fortune500/. 
18 The World Bank, “GDP at market prices (current US$).” Accessed on March 18, 2016, available 
here:http://data. worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD 
19 Janelle S. Wong, Democracy’s Promise, Immigrants and American Civic Institutions (Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
2009). 
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Democrats20. There is evidence, though, that the lack of focus on the Asian voters may be 

changing. In 2012, Democratic President Barack Obama won 73 percent of the Asian 

vote—a surprisingly strong majority that some say helped solidify his victory21. The Asian 

population has also grown rapidly in some swing states in recent years, including Nevada, 

which is now home to more than 300,000 AAPI residents. Some political analysts have 

speculated that the AAPI population is not strongly partisan, indicating these voters could 

be swayed or persuaded by efforts that spoke more directly to the issues they care about. A 

full 41 percent of Asian American voters were registered as independents in 201622, while 

a 2011 survey of AAPI immigrants, who appear to have even weaker ties to political 

parties, revealed that 60 percent failed to identify with a party23. However, while the 

majority of AAPI voters cast ballots for Republicans in 201424, an increasing number of 

Asian American registered voters have identified as Democrats in recent years25. A survey 

of nine Asian American and Pacific Island ethnic subgroups conducted in the run-up to the 

2016 presidential election found that, on average, the Democratic edge over Republicans 

had increased 11 percentage points since 2012, with 57 percent of all Asian American 

voters identifying as Democrats in the fall of 2016 compared to just 24 percent identifying 

as Republicans26. 

In 11 of the 12 swing states studied, the Asian and Pacific Islander electorate was 

larger than the margin of victory in the 2016 presidential election.(Figure5) 

                                                           
20 “New Findings: Asian American Vote in 2012 Varied by Ethnic Group and Geographic Location,” Asian 
American Legal Defense and Education Fund, January 17, 2013, http://aaldef.org/press-releases/press-
release/ new-findings-Asian American-vote-in-2012-varied-widely-by-ethnic-group-and-geographic-
location.html. 
21 Karthick Ramakrishnan, “How Asian Americans Became Democrats,” The American Prospect, July 26, 
2016, http://prospect.org/article/how-Asian Americans-became-democrats-0. 
22 Asma Khalid, “Fueled By Young Voters, Asian Americans Increasingly Identify As Democrats,” NPR.org, 
May 24, 2016, http://www.npr. org/2016/05/24/479192873/fueled-by-young-votersAsian Americans-
increasingly-identify-as-democrats. 
23  Janelle S. Wong et al., Asian American Political Participation: Emerging Constituents and Their Political 
Identities (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 2011). 
24 Asma Khalid, “Fueled By Young Voters, Asian Americans Increasingly Identify As Democrats,” NPR.org, 
May 24, 2016, http://www.npr. org/2016/05/24/479192873/fueled-by-young-votersAsian Americans-
increasingly-identify-as-democrats. 
25 “Asian American Voices in the 2016 Election,” National Asian American Survey, Oct. 5, 2016: 
http://naasurvey. com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/NAAS2016-Oct5- report.pdf. 
26 “Asian American Voices in the 2016 Election,” National Asian American Survey, Oct. 5, 2016: 
http://naasurvey. com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/NAAS2016-Oct5- report.pdf. 
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27Figure5: SIZE OF PROJECTED ASIAN AND PACIFIC ISLANDER 

ELECTORATE RELATIVE TO MARGIN OF VICTORY, 2016 PRESIDENTIAL 

ELECTION. 

                                                           
27 American Community Survey (ACS), 2014; Yearbook of Immigration Statistics, 2007-2014  
CNN 2016 election results: http://www.cnn.com/election/results 
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3.5- Conclusion 

This chapter highlights the increasingly important role that Asian Americans and 

Pacific Islander Americans are playing in the United States. . The growing, young Asian 

labor force is working to replenish the U.S. workforce and revitalize local economic 

activity, especially in communities faced with challenges of population loss or aging 

populations28. What’s more, studies have shown that AAPI residents have high levels of 

civic engagement compared with U.S.-born Americans29. Although historically they have 

had low voter participation rates, the increasing size of their voting bloc — and strong 

registration patterns in swing states — may soon make them a powerful force in elections. 

It is nationally, however, that we see the full impact of the AAPI population. They play a 

major role in supporting the U.S. economy, contributing billions in personal spending 

power and contributing billions more in taxes. As business owners, they not only generate 

impressive volumes of sales and economic activity, but also pay out tens of billions in 

wages to the 3.6 million workers that they employ. Their high levels of educational 

attainment and contributions to STEM fields also help keep some American industries a 

step ahead of the rest of the world. The success of Asian immigrants in recent years is 

clear. Their significant economic contributions to the U.S. economy show why responsible 

immigration policy — or that which allows the best and the brightest to study, stay, and 

work in the United States — is critical to ensure that US country continues to reap the 

benefits of increasing immigrant diversity. 

  

                                                           
28 2 Pew Research Center, “Baby Boomers Approach 65 – Glumly,” Washington D.C. (December, 2010). 
Accessed on February 16, 2016, available here: http://www. pewsocialtrends.org/2010/12/20/baby-
boomers-approach-65-glumly 
29 3 Pew Research Center, “The Rise of Asian Americans,” Washington D.C., (April, 2013). Accessed on 
December 15, 2015, available here: http://www.pewsocialtrends. org/files/2013/04/Asian Americans-new-
full-report-04-2013.pdf 
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General Conclusion 

Currently, the United States of America have been witnessing some changes in its 

identity. Further, since the US is considered also as a multicultural country, which contains 

much ethnic groups. Asians are regarded as the most affiliated ethnic group in this issue. 

Therefore, this research has tackled both the Asian immigration to the United States and 

the case of increases of social, political and economical changes, and has investigated how 

the Asian immigration has influenced the United States. 

The carried out investigation, has revealed that Asian immigration towards the 

United States has an historical background. As we have also deduced that Asian 

immigrants cross the US borders from different ways (legally-illegally). Moreover, from 

the beginning till now Asian population has increased in the United States, where they are 

noted as one of the biggest ethnic group in the US. 

On the other hand, the investigation exhibited the issue that Asian Americans faced, 

a significant discrimination from the natives’ side. Another fact shown from the current 

investigation on the Asian ancestry was not easy; where they struggle in their way to the 

United States. Asians has faced discrimination and exclusion of the Asians from a specific 

aspect summarized in the immigration policies which limiting and discouraging the 

migration of a targeted group to the United States. 

The investigation conducted has answered all the research questions, as it has derived 

that the hypothesis about the Asian immigrants have a big hand in the development of the 

US society, politics, and economy. Was approved, in fact the US witnessed too many 

changes that help in developing its identity.  Asian immigration toward US has brought 

many things to the country where they contribute in the developing of the US identity. 

From what we have seen in the whole study, I found that it is true that the Asian 

immigrants has influence the country in three main perspectives: socially, economically 

and politically. But, the affect of the arrival of the Asians to United States was not a good 

thing but they also affect the US negatively in a form of criminal activities and gang 

organizations. They influence the American worker wages. 
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